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WHITESTONE  

PARISH 

PLAN  

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 

This is about our Parish – now and in the future. 

 

We know that your time is valuable, but we would appreciate your 

completion of this anonymous questionnaire overleaf. 

 

It should only take about 15 minutes to complete. 

 

 

 

PLEASE TURN OVER TO FIND OUT MORE .....  
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BACKGROUND 

What is a Parish Plan? 

 
It is a statement of the community as it is now, and how it sees itself developing in the future.   
It is a consultation exercise, and is an opportunity for the community to look at its interests, 
concerns and aspirations.  
 
The outcomes from the consultation exercise then lead to a vision for the community, and   
draw out recommended actions. These can then be taken forward through an Action Plan. 
 
A major advantage to the parish of having its own plan, is that it gives us a stronger case for:- 
 

• accessing any grants that may be available for parish community projects and 
  

• advising planning authorities and relevant public bodies of the views and concerns    
that the community holds towards the future planning framework for the parish. 

 

 

What have we done already? 

 
The Parish Plan Steering Group has:- 
 

• sent out an initial questionnaire to gain an insight into basic parish demographics  
and what people liked or disliked about the parish. 

• held open meetings / coffee mornings / drop in sessions to gather further community 
views. 

• carried out some small spot surveys to gauge opinion on the best way of presenting  
this main questionnaire. 

 

Why this questionnaire? 

 
We need to:- 
 

• document the nature of our community. 

• ask the whole community their views on the key issues that came out of the earlier 
consultations. 

• understand how much backing there is for promoting the key issues.  
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How can this questionnaire be answered? 

 
There are two ways:- 
 

• On line via the Whitestone web site  www.whitestone-devon.org.uk  - in this case, each 
individual needs to complete a separate questionnaire or 

• By filling out this paper copy – all members of the household (up to six residents) can 

provide answers on the one paper copy. 

 

How was this questionnaire delivered and when will it be collected? 

 

• A committee member has delivered the questionnaire and will call back after  3 
weeks  to collect the completed questionnaire. 

• If there are more than 6 people in your household, please let a committee member 
know and we will give you another copy. 

• If you need a  large print copy, please let a committee member know and we 

will provide you with one. 

• If you are not interested, as a household, in completing the questionnaire, we have 
provided an opt-out mechanism on page 4 of the paper copy. 
 

 

What happens next? 

 

• The contents of the survey will be analysed. 

• We will produce survey results and a draft Action Plan for comment. 

• We will then produce the full Parish Plan and an Action Plan to try to take the key     
ideas forward that have a significant community backing. 

• We will send a summary leaflet of our findings and the main outcomes to every 
household. We will send you a full plan if you request it. 

 

 

If you have a query,  please contact one of the  members of the Parish 
Plan Steering Group listed below:- 
 
Vicky Bryant  
Marian Durrant 
Andrew Greenfield  
Sheila Greenfield  
Peter Hanson  

If you are intending to complete the questionnaire, please go direct to page 5. 

If you wish to opt out of this questionnaire, please turn over to page 4. 

http://www.whitestone-devon.org.uk/
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OPT OUT 

The questions in this document have been devised following consultations           

and discussions with parishioners over the last year or so. They build on       

feedback we have received. 

 

The questionnaire has two main objectives:-  

• to document the nature of our community.  

• to gather your views on particular issues that have emerged from            

earlier sessions. 

 

The questions should only take about 15 minutes to answer, but if for whatever 

reason you do not wish to participate, please mark the following two boxes.        

This allows us to demonstrate that we have approached every resident and     

sought their views. 

 

This household has received this questionnaire but will not be responding, either 

on-line or via this paper version .   Please mark with a      , in the box below:- 

 

 

Please indicate the total number of people usually resident in your household,        

in the box below:- 

 

 

MANY THANKS FOR YOUR TIME 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

Section 1 – Demographics 

 

Q1a - Please indicate how many 
people are usually resident in your 
household 

 Q1b - Of these people, how many will 

be completing the questionnaire ON-

LINE, not via this paper copy   

    

 

In the questions that follow, we ask you to make a response for each person normally resident 

within the household. Firstly, decide who will be Person A, Person B  etc. and then please use the 

same lettered column or box to represent the same person's views throughout not only this section 

but on through the whole questionnaire. 

 

Q2 - What is your gender ?   [For each resident, please indicate with a                   ,  in the table.        

Resident persons are lettered A to F below.] 

Person A B C D E F 

Male       

Female       

 

Q3 - What is your age?  [For each resident, please indicate with a   , in the table.                   

Resident persons are lettered A to F below.] 

Person A B C D E F 

Under 5       

05-11 inclusive       

12-17 inclusive       

18-24 inclusive       

25-34 inclusive       

35-44 inclusive       

45-54 inclusive       

55-64 inclusive       

65-74 inclusive       

75-84 inclusive       

85 and above       
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Section 1 – Demographics - continued  

 

Q4 - How long have you lived in the parish?   [For each resident, please indicate with a                   ,              

in the table.  Resident persons are lettered A to F below.] 

Person A B C D E F 

Less than 1 year       

1 to 2 years inclusive       

3 to 5 years inclusive       

6 to 10 years inclusive       

11 to 20 years inclusive       

21 to 30 years inclusive       

More than 30 years       

 

 

 

Q5 - Employment status.  Please indicate with a    , which of the following categories applies 

most closely to each resident. [Resident persons are lettered A to F below.] 

Person A B C D E F 

Pre-school       

Primary school       

Secondary school       

Student [16+]       

Self employed and working in the parish       

Self employed and working outside the parish       

Employed and working in the parish       

Employed and working outside the parish       

Unwaged       

Home-maker       

Retired       

Other-please state below with your person letter       
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Section 1 – Demographics - continued  

 

Q6 - Why did you choose to live in Whitestone parish?  [For each resident person, lettered                 

A to F below, please indicate the main reason with a    , in the table.] 

 

Person A B C D E F 

Housing       

Work       

Family connections       

Living with parents/family       

Accessibility       

Environment       

School       

Local services and facilities       

Other-please state below with your person letter       
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Section 2 - Parish life  

Q7 - How do you find out what’s happening in the parish? [For each resident person,               

please put a     , against all those that apply to you, in your response column] 

Person A B C D E F 

Parish magazine       

Village web site       

E mail       

Word of mouth       

Notice board       

 

Q8 - Do you take part in any regular activities within the parish?  

Person A B C D E F 

 Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; in your response box.       

 

Q8a - If you do take part in any regular activities, where do these take place? [For each          

resident person, please put a     , against all those that apply to you, in your response column.] 

Person A B C D E F 

Parish hall       

Church       

Elsewhere       

        

Q8b - Would you be interested in any additional activities?  Please specify in the box below, 

indicating your person letter 
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Section 2 - Parish life - continued 

Q8c - If you do not take part in any regular parish based activities, is this for any of the        

following reasons? [For each resident person, please put a     , against all the reasons that        

apply to you, in your response column] 

Person A B C D E F 

I am not interested in any activity that takes place 
within the Parish 

      

I am not really aware of what is available within 
the Parish 

      

I undertake regular sporting/social activity 
outside the Parish in Exeter 

      

I undertake regular sporting/social activity 
outside the Parish in Crediton 

      

I undertake regular sporting/social activity 
outside the Parish in Tedburn St Mary 

      

I undertake regular sporting/social activity 
outside the Parish in other places - please state 
where, in box below [indicating your person 
letter] 

      

 

 

 

Q8d - If you are not interested in any activity that takes place within the parish; is it for any of     

the reasons listed below? [Please put a  , in your response column against any of the        

following that apply to you] 

Person A B C D E F 

I haven’t got the time or energy.       

I have too many family or other commitments.       

It is too difficult to get to the venue.       

I am not interested in any of the activities 
currently taking place within the parish. 

       

I might be interested in something else.        
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Section 2 - Parish life - continued 

 

Q8e - If you have any suggestions for other activities that could take place within the parish, 

please specify in the box below, indicating your person letter. 

 

 

Please Note-  If you are interested in assisting with the above, please contact  

any member  of the committee or fill out the separate volunteer's sheet  

enclosed with this questionnaire. 

 

Q9 - If there was a paid bar available in the Parish Hall at organised events, would you be        

likely to make use of this facility? 

 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; D=Depends on 
individual detail; U=under 18 - not applicable; in 
your response box. 

      

 

 

Q10 - If anyone would like to make any other comments regarding parish life in general,        

please feel free to add your remarks in the box below, indicating your person letter:- 
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Section 3 - Local environment 

Recycling 

Q11 - Do you use the mixed plastics bank in the Parish Hall car park?  

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; in your response box.       

 

If not, please give reasons and indicate your person letter:-   

 

Q12 - Have you ever used the annual 'Rural Skip' when it comes to the village? 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; in your response box.       

   

If not, please give reasons  and indicate your person letter:-   

  

Q13 - Please give us any suggestions as to how our parish recycling could be improved.  

Please indicate your person letter 

 

Gardening areas 

Q14 – Would you use extra gardening space within the Parish, if it were made available?  

Person A B C D E F 

 Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; T=Not at the moment; 
F=No Opinion; in your response box. 

      

 

Please note:-  If you own any spare ground that you would be willing to make available for others 

to cultivate, please contact any committee member or fill out the separate volunteer's sheet. 
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Section 3 - Local environment - continued 

Dog fouling 

Q15 - Do you think we have a problem with dog fouling within the Parish?  

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 

      

 

Q16 - Do you think there should be more special bins for dog mess? 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 

      

 

Q17 - If additional bins were available, where would you like them situated?          

Please indicate your person letter 

 

 Public footpaths and bridleways 

Q18 - Are you aware of all the 8 footpaths and 5 bridleways within the parish? 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; in your response box.       

 

Q19 - Within your lettered column, please put a    , in table below, indicating how often          

you use local footpaths or bridleways. 

Person A B C D E F 

Frequently       

Occasionally       

Never       

 

Q20 - Do you think there is adequate provision of footpaths and bridleways within the parish? 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 
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Section 3 - Local environment - continued 

 
Q21 - If additional provision of footpaths and bridleways were to be made, do you have              

any specific routes in mind? [Please give details below and indicate your person letter.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q22 - If anyone would like to make any other comments regarding the local environment in 

general,  please feel free to add your remarks in the box below, indicating your person letter:- 
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Section 4 - Roads and transport    

Q23a - What do you think the speed limit, in mph, should be through the village? 
 
Person A B C D E F 

Please put the speed in your response box:  
20; 30; 40.  

      

 
Q23b - What do you think the speed limit, in mph, should be on the Old Tedburn Road [C50] 
between Cutteridge Lane and Five Mile Hill?   
 
Person A B C D E F 

Please put the speed in your response box:  
30; 40; 50; 60. 

      

 
Q24a - How often do you use the bus service No 173 which runs through the village? 
[Within your lettered response column, please     ,  any of the following that apply]    
 

Person A B C D E F 

Every week day       

Some weekdays       

At weekends       

Occasionally       

Never       

 
Q24b - How often do you use any of the bus services which run on the Old Tedburn Road [C50]? 
[Within your lettered response column please     , any of the following that apply.] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Every week day       

Some weekdays       

At weekends       

Occasionally       

Never       

 
Q25a - If you do use the village bus service No 173, we would like to know, generally          
speaking,  when do you use it ?   [Please                                                     ,  within your lettered response column, any                 
of the following times that apply to your travel.] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Mornings       

Afternoons       

Evenings       

Weekends       
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Section 4 - Roads and transport - continued 

 
Q25b - If you do use any of the bus services which run on the Old Tedburn Road [C50],  
we would like to know, generally speaking, when do you use them? [Please                                                     ,  within your 
lettered response column, any of the following times that apply to your travel.] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Mornings       

Afternoons       

Evenings       

Weekends       

 
 
Q26 - If you do use any of the bus services, we would like to know, generally speaking,  
why?  [Please                                                     ,  within your lettered response column, any of the following reasons that  
apply to your travel.] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Education       

Employment       

Medical       

Shopping       

Social / Leisure       

Other– please specify in box below indicating  
your person letter 

      

 

 

 
 
Q27 - What would encourage you to use the bus services more?  [Please indicate your            
person letter with your response]. 
 

 

 
Q28 - Is the provision of roadside footpaths within the 30mph areas in the parish adequate?  
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 
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Section 4 - Roads and transport - continued 

 
 
Q29 - Would you support public expenditure on additional roadside footpaths? 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 

      

 
 
Q30 - If it were possible to provide new road-side footpaths, where would you like to see      
them? [Please indicate your person letter with your response]. 
 
 

 

 
 
Q31 - In winter conditions, should there be a local co-ordinator(s) to liaise with Highways?  
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box 

      

 
 
Please Note – If you would be willing to act as a local co-ordinator, or would like further 
information on this role, please contact any committee member or fill out the separate 

volunteer's sheet. 
 
 
Q32 - Do you feel there is a particular need for better enforcement in the cutting of both   
highway & private hedges adjacent to public roads / walkways at the relevant time of year? 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 

      

 
 
Q33 - Are you satisfied with the current standards of road maintenance within the parish?  
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 
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Section 4 - Roads and transport - continued 

 
 
 
Q34 – Within your lettered column, please put a   , in the table below, against all specific               
road maintenance issues of concern to you.  
 

Person A B C D E F 

Subsidence       

Potholes       

Surface condition        

Road surface edge maintenance       

Concreted gully provision       

Reinstatement of camber to shed water       

Road signs and markings       

Drain / gully clearance       

 
 
Q35 – If you have any other parish road maintenance issues, please write them in the box 
 below, indicating your person letter beside them 
 

 

 
 
Q36 – Would you support a proposal to make Hill Lane – one way - in its lower section,           
where there are no dwellings?  
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; F=No Opinion; in your 
response box. 
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Section 5 - Planning  

 
 
Q37 - 'I like the Parish as it is - i.e. mostly rural, very limited development' 
[Please indicate your view of this statement by putting one of the following numbers in the 
table below, in your response box:- 
5 = Strongly agree; 4 = Moderately to mildly agree; 3 = Neutral views;  
2 = Mildly to moderately disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree.]  
 

Person A B C D E F 

       

 
 
Q38 - 'It is important that Whitestone is designated by Teignbridge District Council as an           
“Area of Great Landscape Value” [AGLV] and that this designation is used in determining    
planning applications.' [Note for information:- An AGLV is an area of land in England which is 
considered to have a particular scenic value and is therefore afforded a degree of protection by   
local authorities. If an area is designated as an AGLV, this restricts development in the area, 
especially if such development will affect the distinctive character or quality of the landscape] 
[Please indicate your view of the Q38 statement above, highlighted in bold type, by putting           
one of the following  numbers in the table below, in your response box:- 
5 = Strongly agree; 4 = Moderately to mildly agree; 3 = Neutral views; 
2 = Mildly to moderately disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree.] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

       

 
 
Q39 – Do you, as a member of the household wish to have a separate home within the parish          
in the next five years?   
 
Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; P=Possibly; in your 
response box. 
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Section 5 - Planning - continued 

 
Q40 - If you answered Yes or Possibly to Q39, which category below does your desired 
accommodation fall into, if any? [Please put Y=Yes; N=No or P=Possibly in your response box 
beside each accommodation category] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Small private sector purchase       

Small private sector rental       

Small supported rental [e.g. Housing Association]       

Small agriculturally tied       

Family private sector purchase       

Family private sector rental       

Family supported rental [e.g Housing Association]       

Family agriculturally tied       

Assisted living [e.g. sheltered / adaptive housing]       

Self-build       

None of the above – please indicate your desired 
accommodation type in the box below  

      

 
Please indicate your person letter. 

 
Q41 - Should provision be made for development in the parish?   
 

Person A B C D E F 

Please put: Y=Yes; N=No; D=Don't know;  
F=No Opinion; in your response box. 

      

 
Q42 - If provision were to be made for development, what should it be for?   
[Please indicate the strength of your view as to the suitability of each of the development           
types listed below, by putting a number in your response column against each of the 
development types in the table below:- 
5 = Strongly agree; 4 = Moderately to mildly agree; 3 = Neutral views; 
2 = Mildly to moderately disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Housing generally?        

Low cost housing specifically?       

Local needs housing specifically [subject to 
criteria]? 

      

Employment [workshops, crafts etc.]?       

Holiday accommodation specifically?       

Leisure activities generally?       
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Section 5 - Planning - continued 
 
Q43 – Following on from question 42 above, if you think we have missed out any other types           
of development that should be considered, please add them to the table below.  
Please then indicate the strength of your view as to the suitability of each of the development types 
that you have added into the table below, by putting a number in your response column against 
each of the development types. 
5 = Strongly agree; 4 = Moderately to mildly agree; 3 = Neutral views; 
2 = Mildly to moderately disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree] 
  

Person A B C D E F 

       

       

       

       

       

       

 
 
Q44 - Should more agricultural buildings be converted to non-agricultural use?  
[Please put one of the following letters in your response box:  
Y=Yes; N=No; D=Depends on individual detail; F=No Opinion] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

       

 
 
Q45 - How do you feel about any commercial scale development of green energy within the 
parish?  [For each of the energy types, please put one of the following letters in your response    
box: S=Support; O=Object; D=Depends on individual detail; F=No Opinion] 
 
Person A B C D E F 

Wind Turbines       

Solar arrays       

 
 
Q46 - How would you feel about any commercial scale development of green energy within the 
parish, if the parish were assured of deriving some benefit to its facilities and amenities from  
such development ?  [For each of the energy types, please put one of the following letters in your 
response box: S=Support; O=Object; D=Depends on individual detail; F=No Opinion] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Wind Turbines       

Solar arrays       
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Section 5 - Planning - continued 

 
Q47 - Are there any types of development you would not like to see occurring within the parish? 
[Please list in table below and put a   , against your response column] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

 

Q48 - How do you feel about the possibility of the Exwick residential area “overflowing”            
into Whitestone parish?  
 [Please put one of the following letters in your response box:- 
S=Support any 'overflow'; O=Object to any 'overflow'; D=Depends on individual detail           
regarding any 'overflow'; F=No Opinion regarding any 'overflow'] 
 

Person A B C D E F 

       

 
 

Q49 – 'If there were to be any new development within the parish, it should be restricted to    
sites accessed  directly from the main village road or the Old Tedburn Road [C50] -  i.e. not on 
single track roads.'  
[Please give us your opinion of this statement, by putting a number in your response box:-  
5 = Strongly agree; 4 = Moderately to mildly agree; 3 = Neutral views; 
2 = Mildly to moderately disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree]  
 
 
Person A B C D E F 
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Section 5 - Planning - continued 

 
 
Q50 - If provision were to be made for any new development within the parish, which of the 
following potential locations do you consider most appropriate?  
[Please indicate the strength of your view as to the suitability of each of the potential locations      
for new development listed below, by putting a number in your response column against each         
of the potential location options given in the table below:- 
5 = Strongly agree; 4 = Moderately to mildly agree; 3 = Neutral views; 
2 = Mildly to moderately disagree; 1 = Strongly disagree.]       
 
 

Person A B C D E F 

Village within 30 mph speed limit.        

Old Tedburn Road [C50] - [anywhere along this road]       

Exwick fringe [from Whitestone Cross along the 
Rowhorne Road] 

      

Small scale additions to existing housing clusters       

Anywhere in the parish       

 
 

Q51 - If anyone would like to make any other comments regarding planning matters relating to 

the parish, please feel free to add your remarks in the box below, indicating your person letter:- 
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Section 6 - General  
 
Q52 - If funding were to be made available [from somewhere] for parish projects, what          
would be your top three things to spend money on. [Please all have your say, add your ideas       
and then rank your ideas in your response column, 1=highest priority, 2=second, 3=third] 
 
 
Person A B C D E F 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

 
Q53 - If funding were to be made available via the Parish Precept, to implement some  
outcomes from the Parish Plan, how much increase in Parish Precept would you support,  
above any values already planned for the parish? 
[Note for information – A Parish Precept is part of the Council Tax, levied by the District Council 
 on each household, to be spent within the parish from which it was raised.  
To give you an idea of the cost of any increase, the total Parish Precept for 2014/5 is £6,000  - 
typically – this means a charge of £19.14 per year for a band D household, so:- 
25%   increase  =  £ 4.78 
50%   increase  =  £ 9.56  
75%   increase  =  £14.35 
100% increase  =  £19.14] 
 
 
Person A B C D E F 

Please put one of the following percentages – 
0%;  25%; 50%; 75%; 100%;  in the appropriate 
box. 
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Section 6 - General - continued 

 
 
 
Q54 - Have you any further matters / issues that you would like to raise concerning  
Whitestone parish, the Parish Plan, or this questionnaire ?  If so, please comment in the  
box below and / or attach another sheet, indicating your person letter with the response. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

MANY THANKS FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 

 

FREE FORMAT  

PARISHIONER  

COMMENTS  

FROM SECTIONS  

IN QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Parishioners had the opportunity to make additional comments after many of the 
structured sections of the Parish Plan Questionnaire – their responses are as 
follows: 
 
 Q8b. Would you be interested in any additional activities? Please specify. [32 responses] 

Possibly, but not sure what! Pub quizzes. Coach tours.  

No. 

Micro pub!  

Fitness classes.  

Computer club ‘Flicks in the Sticks’. Suggestion – Ancestry.  

At present there is so much going on that there is plenty to choose from. I do not think there are any               
additional activities that would want to do.  

Adult outside equipment - keep fit. Basic cookery for men.  

No - have enough to do at my age with a big garden which is all up hill.  

Keep fit class.  

Dog walking club. Casserole club - Would be happy to cook meals/cakes weekly or so, if such a club exists -             
to donate to elderly. Not been here long enough - intent to take part.  

There are none that I feel specifically lacking, but if any new ones approved I would consider taking part.  

It clearly depends what.  

No. 

No. 

Keep fit classes. Keep fit equipment on village recreation field. Film club in parish hall.  

Pilates.  

Pilates.  

5-a-side football [convert current grass football pitch into 5-a-side arena for adults and children of both            
genders. There is lottery funding available for installation of synthetic pitches especially in rural areas]. Table      
tennis league in parish hall. More sports facilities in general.  

Keep fit. Pilates, badminton – evenings.  

Keep fit, Pilates, badminton – evenings.  

Singing. Drinking.  

I was Stage Manager for 15 years. I have done my time for the village.  

Write your own life story class.  

Yoga classes for beginners.  

Too far away from the village.  

More for children.  

For a small village there is a good selection of activities available. We participate as well in sporting and               
social activity outside the village [e.g. badminton and Lions Club activities].  

Badminton, Lions Club.  

Free cycle meets/swaps [weekends]. Computer training courses [evening]. Indoor netball [evenings].            
Badminton [evening]. Elderly days out with small numbers in private cars/mini vans.  

Horse riding Haldon Stables.  

Youth club.  

Local history group. Keep fit type activities too.  

 

Q8e. If you have any suggestions for other activities that could take place within the parish, please      
specify. [43 responses]  

When I retire hope to get more involved. I applaud efforts being made by others and feel a little guilty I am               
not more involved!  

I am unaware if the parish has ever held a cider or beer festival, but it would be great to have a cider                    
taste-off in the summer months and a beer taste-off in the winter. The parish could run a small food stall                   
for the guests and money raised would go to a charity.  

Photography group.  

I think the range of activities is amazing, even though I can’t attend [health not good].  

Knitting group [helps to get villagers to interact more].  

The parish has lost its ‘community’. It is not as villages once were. People move in and take over. Few speak.  

Pilates. Activities for older children - youth club, play zone at weekend, drama, sports. E-mail enquiry about         
panto went un-answered.  
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Volley ball.  

Too busy.  

Too busy.  

Poor health.  

Keep fit classes.  

House bound - dependant on care.  

Something along the genealogy line might be of interest, a lot of people are keen on it.  

Disabled.  

Yoga & Pilates.  

Not suitable times for me to attend.  

Fully occupied on the farm.  

Yes, but why bother to ask, when you ignore answers, which don't meet the needs of the people asking. I                
was asked and answered this question a couple of years ago. I answered that I was disabled and very shy,            
that I would love to participate, but could not join/enter an activity where I did not know anybody. Rang two               
people to discuss this and was told that the people asking weren't really interested in my views, just want            
people to fill the questionnaire so they could get a grant for the parish. Nevertheless one of the women            
involved told me she’d pop in to meet me - of course I heard nothing more.  

Board games club.  

All good but does not fit with long hours culture. Keep fit classes in evenings might do well.  

Owing to my ASE.  

Music.  

I would have loved a toddler group when my son was a pre-schooler to have made connections with other        
families. I gather this is now in place, but now I feel there is nothing to connect us with families of other              
children 5-7 ish. Cubs, Scouts etc.  

Age.  

Activities not at convenient times.  

Many activities take place in the day time and are therefore not available to people working.  

Unfortunately don't have time for sport or social activity.  

Yoga.  

Running club.  

Running club.  

Don't see many children playing out in Whitestone.  

I just go to work and come home and relax.  

Five aside football in parish hall?  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

General sports of all kinds.  

Hatha Yoga.  

 

Q10. Would you like to make any other comments regarding parish life in general? [26 responses]  

Whitestone as it is now is genuinely a lovely place to come home to each day!  

It would be of benefit to have a paid bar at the hall, bring your own is ok, but not practical when holding a        
function.  

Lots of activities available for older members of the community but only a few activities are available for           
younger members.  

Would not want significant change except for shop.  

I find the village can be very cliquey and hostile to people who have a different point of view.  

It seems to be thriving, maybe even too much going on [diluting the various activities]. More information              
needs to be given to entice people in. e.g. I wouldn't mind trying out the table tennis, but are bats provided?                            
I wouldn't want to pay to buy a new bat in case I don't get on. Don't assume that village people are mind          
readers! Do try to give as much information as possible about activities, as more people might then join in.  

It's excellent - there's a great community feel and we're very grateful for the effort that so many volunteers               
put in to making it all happen.  
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Community pub/cafe/shop starting at weekends run by volunteers as per Ide shop and Stoke Canon pub. 

Parish life in Whitestone - Friendly residents, warming & rewarding.  

The parish is too widespread ever to regain the little community spirit it once had. It needs to grow in size 
with more people. Even then you cannot create a community just by organising events. A community is its 
people and they speak to everyone - passing the time of day etc. It is very evident that many in the village 
only speak when they feel like it.  

We love being here & and enjoy short mat bowls twice a week if possible also attend other events regularly.  

The parish magazine always lists events / groups and contact names, but never any contact telephone no’s,   
although those who have lived in the parish for years know whom is being discussed and where they live.  
Newcomers like ourselves have no way of contact - such as getting on the sustainability - recycling- free 
cycle e-mail group.  

Which grant is it you want this time? What will you do with it? My experience of the parish is of being used -        
asked to fill in something so that others could get what they wanted. This was disappointing and I felt, rather         
cruel and it hasn't endeared me to the parish  

Run a condition survey of bridleways and footpaths. May be have a group to consider their improvement and 
extension of the network.  

Village seems suitably active but inevitably favours retired people or stay at home families.  

On retirement in 2 years time I would be willing to help in any proposed community shop.  

Rich variety of activities is appreciated.  

Not enough activities for children of all ages, especially sporting. It is the responsibility of each one of us to         
tackle the growing obesity problem in the UK. We can start by encouraging sport as a healthy past-time.  

Friendly parish - happy here.  

Please can we have a jumble sale?  

A jumble sale?  

If more settled I would.  

I enjoy the current activities available when I can. I think a lot goes on for such as a small place and I know         
people give up their time and effort to make this happen. I am grateful for this I would likely participate more         
often if I wasn't a mother to a child of school age. The village hall + park are special places and a lot of                  
effort has clearly been put into them.  

Bring and Share works well at Social Club.  

Maybe the bus shelter could be refurbished by parish. Could village hall become more of a hub, perhaps a            
café [internet] /meeting point on designated mornings? Widen the library opening times – have it open on          
regular days. Have a farmers’ type market as a regular event. All this may we have to a ‘guardian’ or series                
of ‘guardians’ for the hall when it is open. Maybe we can’t get a shop/pub, but something more than now?  

Noted in the last question.  

 

Q11a. If not, please give reasons. [156 responses] 

Too far in the wrong direction. We use the recycling banks in Crediton, it's nearer and we can shop for           
provisions at the same time.  

I use council recycling via bins and containers.  

Have always driven into Exeter.  

Mother does it  

I use Crediton when I shop.  

Recycling collection is always sufficient.  

Drop plastic at the recycling centre when out in Marsh Barton area.  

Collected as part of recycling service.  

Recycle what I can but will see if I can make use of this facility as was not aware of it.  

I don't use it personally, but my parents have used it before.  

We make use of fortnightly collection from premises and take other plastic to Marsh Barton recycling centre.  

Recycle at home.  

Make use of other recycling facilities.  

Collected by w/ rubbish every 2 weeks at home.  

Collected w/ rubbish every 2 weeks at home.  

Use refuse collection.  

Use refuse collection.  

Didn't know it was there.  

Didn't know it was there.  

Use council collection.  
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Existing normal collections work ok.  

Collected with bins.  

Because we have a recycling box collected from our house.  

Always have room in recycling box but may use at some point.  

Child.  

Child.  

Hard to walk there.  

Dispose else where.  

Unaware bank was there.  

Difficulty with access.  

Recycle at home.  

Wasn't aware.  

Child.  

It’s in the wrong direction.  

Was not aware there were banks.  

Don't do it because we get it dropped off.  

Not able to get there.  

Plastic go with bin man.  

Was not aware it was there until reading this.  

Happy with the recycling arrangements by the Council.  

Use TDC collection.  

Easier to use Tedburn.  

Easier to go to Tedburn.  

Use Tesco Crediton.  

Use Tesco Crediton.  

Use kerbside collection.  

Too far.  

Unable to transport or carry items to parish hall.  

Unaware of the facility.  

Everything goes in the Ray burn.  

Recycle elsewhere when we shop.  

I would have to drive to the parish hall car park.  

Use own bins.  

Have only recently noticed it in the car park.  

Use the boxes and tip in Exeter.  

Use boxes and Exeter tip.  

No reason. 

No reason.  

Use re-cycling collection.  

All plastics taken in rubbish collection.  

All plastics taken in rubbish collection.  

Closer to facilities in Exeter.  

No transport.  

No transport.  

Home re-cycle.  

Use the home collection.  

Use the home collection.  

Use the home collection.  

Didn't know about it.  

Didn't know about it.  

Didn't know about it.  

Dealt with in other way.  

Use recycling boxes at home.  

Take it direct to recycling.  

Take it direct to recycling.  

Take it direct to recycling.  

Use Exeter recycling.  

Use Exeter recycling.  
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Too far to go.  

Usually go to Tedburn.  

Use the ones at Tedburn.  

My husband deals with recycling.  

Recycle at work.  

I live on the parish fringe - therefore it would involve quite a journey to reach the parish hall car park.  

Use our own recycling boxes.  

Use our own recycling boxes.  

Use our own recycling boxes.  

Use our own recycling boxes.  

Use our own recycling boxes.  

Did not know it was there. Inconvenient.  

Did know it was there. Inconvenient.  

Wrong direction, as we live in Nadderwater.  

Wrong direction, as we live in Nadderwater.  

Did not know about it.  

Didn’t realise it was there. 

Did not know about it.  

Didn’t realise it was there. Regularly use Crediton/Exeter recycling.  

Didn’t realise it was there.  

Take recycling items to recycle centre.  

Collection via dustmen.  

Collection via dustmen.  

Collection via dustmen.  

Collection via dustmen.  

Collection via dustmen.  

Use roadside collection.  

Use roadside collection.  

Use roadside collection.  

Use roadside collection.  

Use roadside collection.  

Use other banks at supermarket.  

Use other banks at super market.  

Recycling is collected, or we use Exeter recycling facilities.  

Didn't know it was there.  

Did not know it was there. Have always used Tedburn.  

Did not know it was there. Have always used Tedburn.  

Use recycling collection & Marsh Barton recycling.  

Use recycling collection & Marsh Barton recycling.  

Too far away.  

Too far away.  

Too far away.  

Have not experienced its use yet, but intend to start using it.  

Too young.  

Too young.  

Too young.  

Did not realise there is one there.  

Not realise one there.  

Not aware.  

We use one elsewhere.  

Use recycling rubbish collection.  

Do own sorting & recycling.  

Do own sorting & recycling.  

Not local for where we live.  

Not local for where we are.  

Do own sorting & recycling.  

Do own sorting & recycling.  

Not local for where we are.  
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Do own sorting & recycling.  

Do own sorting & recycling.  

Taken by Teignbridge Council.  

Taken by Teignbridge Council.  

Did not know.  

Generally forgotten about it, but used supermarket facilities and those at Tedburn St Mary.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own sorting & re-cycling.  

Do own re-cycling - box end of drive.  

Do own re-cycling.  

Do own re-cycling.  

Do own re-cycling.  

We use the Recycling Centre in Marsh Barton.  

We use the Recycling Centre in Marsh Barton.  

 

Q12a. If not, please give reasons. [160 responses] 

Usually don't know the date. Most things we leave outside our house FOC ‘One man’s rubbish, is      
another’s treasure’.  

Not aware it existed.  

Did not know it existed as a service.  

Don't have need for it.  

If it's for garden waste this is rotted down at home.  

Parents do it.  

Always forget the date, plus I do a free ‘help yourself’ from my property.  

A composting facility would be good. A clothing bank should be added.  

Have not had the need.  

Not sure when this is available but will do a bit more to make use of it.  

Didn't know there was one.  

I hadn't heard about the Rural Skip.  

Don't need it. We are regular users of Marsh Barton recycling centre.  

We would fill it! we dispose of our own.  

Not aware of it.  

Unaware of this.  

Unaware of this.  

Didn't know about it.  

Don't care.  

Collected w/ rubbish every 2 weeks at home.  

Didn't know about it.  

Never throw anything out.  

Never throw anything out.  

Use Exeter recycling centre.  

Use Exeter recycling centre.  

Always on dates not convenient.  

Didn't get ourselves organised in time, but think it’s a fantastic idea and will use in future.  

Child.  

Only moved into the area recently but certainly would use it - very good.  

But I think it’s a good service.  

Don't know about it.  

Wasn't aware.  

Never needed it.  

Not aware there was one.  

Go to Marsh Barton.  
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Not adequately advertised.  

Did not know about it.  

No waste.  

Usually full Re-cycled elsewhere.  

Was not aware of this facility.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Not had a need for it.  

No knowledge of.  

Go to Exeter.  

Take to Exeter.  

We make our own arrangements.  

We make our own arrangements.  

No need of facility.  

Unable to get items into the skip either too heavy or big.  

Too far from home.  

I home compost.  

Did not know of skip.  

Lived here less than 1 year was not aware.  

Others do it on our behalf.  

Other do on our behalf.  

Not been here long enough.  

Just have not bothered.  

Not aware of this.  

Forgot the time.  

Forgot the time also almost as easy to go straight to dump.  

No reason.  

We have our own skip.  

We have our own skip.  

Have never seen it.  

Was not aware that it was going to be available on that day.  

Not aware.  

Not lived here long enough - will use it.  

Use Marsh Barton.  

Use Marsh Barton.  

Not needed as yet.  

Not needed yet.  

Haven't needed to - it’s easy to go to Exeter.  

Haven't needed it.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Didn't know about it.  

Didn't know about it.  

Didn't know about it.  

Dispose of our own waste.  

Too far to go.  

Use Tedburn.  

Visit the centre in Exeter.  

No need.  

No need.  

No reason to.  

No reason to.  

No reason to.  

No reason to.  

No reason to.  

Dispose ourselves.  

Dispose ourselves.  
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Didn't know about it.  

Did not know about it.  

Was not sure when it occurred.  

Did not know it was there. Inconvenient.  

Did know it was there. Inconvenient.  

New to village.  

Too new to the village.  

Husband does it.  

Wrong direction, as we live in Nadderwater.  

Wrong direction, as we live in Nadderwater.  

Did not know about it - great idea!  

Regularly use Crediton /Exeter recycling.  

Did not know about it - great idea!  

Regularly use Crediton /Exeter recycling.  

Regularly use Crediton /Exeter recycling.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Didn't know there was one.  

Did not know about it.  

Did not know about it.  

Weren't aware of it until recently when we saw it in the village.  

Not aware.  

Didn't know about it.  

Use Tedburn. Did not know when in Whitestone.  

Use Tedburn. Did not know when in Whitestone.  

Unaware there was one & easier to go to Marsh Barton.  

Unaware there was one & easier to go to Marsh Barton.  

No reason to use.  

No reason to use.  

Too far away.  

Too far away.  

Use Exeter tip.  

Use Exeter tip.  

We have not had any use for it yet, but it is a great idea.  

Too young.  

Too young.  

Too young.  

We take items to recycling centre in our trailer when we need to.  

We take items to recycling centre in our trailer when we need to.  

Not aware there was one.  

Not aware.  

No need.  

Didn't know about it. Have access to a skip at work.  

Not aware.  

No need.  

No need.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

No need.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Didn't know there was one - go into Exeter to the Recycling Centre.  

Didn't know there was one - go into Exeter to the Recycling Centre.  

Usually miss notification of when available.  

Otherwise occupied on Saturday when rural skip comes [but weekday would be as awkward].  

Not aware.  
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Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

Not aware.  

We compost our green waste at home.  

We compost our green waste.  

 

Q13. Please give us any suggestions as to how our parish recycling could be improved.                   
[68 responses]  

Bring back the free Green Bin we are losing in September.  

Permanent recycling bins I would use, but not organised enough to use visiting ones.  

We need an up to date calendar so we know which bin is to be emptied each week. Time for new               
replacement crates as they are cracking after 18yrs of use.  

To be honest, it seems a waste of parking space to have a huge plastics bank in the village hall, unless                    
[of course] the village hall earns money from this facility. I have a long steep drive, and it's too difficult to                
take things to the roadside to recycle, so I tend to take bottles, newspapers etc to Tedburn [which has plenty             
of parking space] or to Sainsbury’s. The Council seems set on making the situation worse with its new 
wheelie bin 'service', promised for later in the year.  

Can't think of any.  

Cost of hazardous waste removal.  

Community composting scheme. Volunteers collecting recyclable items from the elderly or vulnerable at             
ending of green bin collection.  

How about old batteries.  

It could be better advertised? Posters?  

Don't know about it.  

Don't care.  

Rural skip for garden waste similar to existing household skip.  

Drive to Exeter recycling.  

A continuation of the rural ship, this helps stop fly tipping, provides a swapping facility on the day and saves      
wasting time on a trip to the tip.  

The County, Teignbridge, Exeter, have no clear common recycling agenda. Just try putting an aluminium            
sauce pan in with your tins.  

I think its adequate.  

Retain Garden waste collection.  

More recycling for users of the parish hall.  

Compostable food waste bags.  

Nothing in particular.  

Have a skip on more regular basis - would probably use it. Welcome the improvement from TDC this year.  

Gets rid of all the bulky waste. Another plastics skip at Heath Cross might help.  

Better regular collection of textiles.  

Filby in Norfolk collect all recycling & sell it - however they have a village store and large car park.  

Tell us.  

Provide a ‘Chipper’ for use by parish  

Encourage Teignbridge to increase range of items collected.  

Recycling on the Tedburn road may be?  

Provide glass/ paper facilities.  

Have not needed it yet.  

No reason.  

None.  

Rural skip more frequent.  

Plastic bank emptied more regularly. Implement a glass, tin and old clothes recycling bin.  

Village compost heap.  

Village compost heap.  

Depends on Teignbridge future plans for garden waste & re-cycling.  

Not aware of it.  
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Recycle cardboard.  

Recycle cardboard.  

Spread out through parish.  

How about a bottle bank.  

Perhaps publicity to highlight the fact that dropping litter - fly tipping is an offence and maybe a sign to the              
plastic bank.  

Dispose ourselves.  

Dispose ourselves.  

A glass bottle bank.  

Looking forward to the collection of plastic.  

Separate skips / banks for glass and paper in hall car parks.  

Separate skips / banks for glass and paper in hall car parks.  

Awareness of it for new residents.  

Take all plastic from doorstep not just bottles.  

Awareness of it for new residents.  

Take all plastic from doorstep not just bottles.  

Take all plastic from doorstep not just bottles.  

Clothing & Paper bank.  

Paper bank. Glass bank. Clothing bank.  

It is good as it is - but perhaps when the Council remove the garden waste collection I don't know if an          
alternative would be viable.  

Bottle and cardboard recycling.  

Make all recycling easier - i.e. like Exeter, one bin takes all.  

Make all recycling easier like Exeter, one bin takes all.  

Facilities for green waste.  

Not aware.  

Rural skip would be easier for me on a weekday.  

Rural skip would be easier for me on a weekday.  

Ideally TDC would collect a wider range of recycle types e.g. plastics, so can do it once. Have a free cycle or        
swap ‘meet’ regularly in parish hall, maybe with ‘menders’ to fix things. 

A community composting facility.  

Bottle bank. Clothing bank. Shoe bank. Book bank. Battery bank.  

Bottle bank. Clothing bank. Shoe bank..Book bank. Battery bank.  

 

Q17. If additional bins were available, where would you like them situated? [40 responses]  

Dog mess bins require emptying. Dog mess is classed as hazardous waste and requires collection by a            
specific and a charge would be applicable for emptying.  

Across from Styles Barton Farm.  

Top of Pound Lane on main road. Heath Cross.  

Cost of hazardous waste removal. 

It would be great to have a circular walk from the village hall.  

Heath Cross.  

Living out of the main built up area there are few dog walkers here.  

Top of Halsfordwood Lane.  

Sites need to be selected carefully to avoid environmental damage, to avoid excessive street furniture and              
use impacting on the rural setting. There may be a question if they would be used. Folk seem to bag but                  
not travel to bins.  

Not in front of our house.  

Not in front of our house.  

Along road from Whitestone village to pub.  

A possibility - in the Nadderwater/Trillow area or near the church.  

At the pull in at Styles Barton Farm.  

Foot path at parish hall end.  

At 30 mph sign towards Exeter.  

At the start and/access to footpaths.  

Between Nadderwater sign and Whitestone.  

Whitestone boundary - Exeter side.  

Down path that is used by dog walkers that runs parallel to playing field.  
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By the bus shelter top of East Kent Lane.  

At the bottom of Hill Lane.  

Up towards Heath Cross.  

No need for extra bins - as a trial have some bags in box by bins for forgetful people.  

Heath Cross lay by, very popular dog walking spot.  

Nadderwater.  

Top of Halsfordwood Lane.  

Main road junctions.  

Whitestone village sign near Styles Barton Farm.  

By the bus shelter.  

I do not live where they may be a problem.  

Halsfordwood Lane.  

Main fouling issue - horse manure - lethal to bikers.  

Bus stop area.  

I don't know, but trust other peoples judgement.  

As we do not live in the village, dog fouling doesn't seem to affect us.  

At start/end of each footpath & where footpaths intersect with roads/pavements. At 30 mph - pavements in            
main village areas & footpaths across farm fields.  

Near bus stop.  

Rowhorne Road.  

Rowhorne Road.  

 

Q21. If additional provision of footpaths and bridleways were to be made, do you have any specific  

routes in mind? [67 responses]  

There used to be many more footpaths in Whitestone which were lost during the 1980's due to up keep cost,              
plus some bridle paths were downgraded to footpaths for the same reason, I believe. Personally I believe all     
parishes, villages or the like should have a specially developed path for disabled people. Disabled people               
also like to get out and enjoy the countryside; however there is little facility for them to do so. Obviously this         
would require a parking area, a good surface path and seating areas/rest points, and should not be used                   
by horse riders, which damage the path surfaces.  

None needed.  

A circular route is needed.  

Footpath designed for disabled people. A footpath with good surfaces for wheelchair use.  

I don't know where the footpaths are now, so can't comment. I would love to be able to walk them, and             
perhaps village walkers could be introduced to the footpaths, one at a time. As I don't live in the village 
centre, it would be good to have the starting place as the village hall, so I can leave my car there.  

It would be great to be able to cut through down to the Travellers Rest by footpath - but other circular walks             
too.  

It would be great to have a circular walk from the village hall. 

In most cases bridleways are not wheelchair friendly and therefore, as my wife uses a wheelchair, we would             
be unlikely to use them.  

Happy to make use of any, could we have a local map for download?  

It's a shame that 2 bridleways [14 and 10] start from the main road, which is a very dangerous road to either          
walk or horse-ride along. It would be good to find an off road connection, even if it was on a permissive basis.             
It would also be ideal if footpath 9 was upgraded to a bridleway, to cut out the section of road by White Horse    
Motors, if horse-riding. Also, to upgrade footpath 28 and Tedburn footpath 9 to bridleway status would make           
that circular walk/ride more accessible to a greater number of users.  

Another route into the woodlands on Rowhorne Rd. would be nice. This could be achieved by simply building             
a style opposite the exit to the bridleway which adjoins Rowhorne and Nadderbottom.  

Along the course of the Nadder, from the Royal Oak to below Whitestone.  

Footpath along Tedburn Road would be ideal.  

Cycle path.  

No. 

Depends on the access allowed by farmers. Any route over fields would be good walking, walking is 
restricted when ewes in the field. However clear instructions would have to be provided concerning the 
control of dogs.  
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At all council meetings both are referred to by number. No one says’ I am going to walk footpath no 3’ - they         
must be identified in literature by location. The parish needs to look after what it has properly. e.g. Bridleway        
gates should be operable without dismount. Do we have a condition audit - to say good, bad - action 
needed?  

Tedburn road - Cutteridge to Way farm area. 

No, but would like more indication of existing ones and clearer instructions of how to find the church.  

No. We recently moved into the area and are not aware of all the footpaths - we would be keen to have more 
information on this.  

Re Footpath No 7. At great expense this was fenced off from field to enable animals to be kept in the field, 
because people just let dogs go and chase the animals.  
Also money was spent to drain the field because water draining into field was causing a problem with marsh 
grass growing at the top of field. Water does not run up hill. People also throw dog mess onto the field, also 
mess along the footpath itself.  

No specific preference, but some flat walks would be nice.  

Are there any wheelchair friendly?  

Circular - would be great. Not sure I know the area well enough to suggest where.  

Parish/bridleway map would be useful.  

No - it would be good to increase their number.  

I can find 5 bridleways and 6 foot paths on the map - all of which I have walked. The bridleway between 
Nadderbottom and Rowthorne road is more or less unusable by horse, as is the bridleway between              
Rowthorne Road and Tin Pit Hill in parts. Dog gates on the Halsfordwood Lane to Church Hill footpath are               
too small. So even the existing routes need improvement! More footpath bridleway routes would be welcome          
e.g. in particular more access to the woods, to the north of the parish - but also more links between parallel          
east-west lanes.  

Anywhere to reduce volume of horse traffic on Nadderwater to Whitestone road.  

Is the foot path at Newton St Cyres still open/viable [passing Sherwood House]? Many years ago we had             
great difficulty following this route despite it being on the O.S map.  

No, but circular routes would be good.  

Link between village & Halsfordwood Lane.  

Local map showing all existing footpaths would be helpful and safety issues for lone walkers.  

Paths free of obstructions. Disappointing to see hedge grubbed up.  

Too old for footpaths.  

It would be good to use the woods more & have extensive network of footpaths & bridleways, avoiding the            
main road through village also access through some bridleways are obstructed by loose dogs.  

Be good to use woods. More extensive network of paths avoiding main road Some bridleways have loose            
dogs.  

Woods from existing bridleway at Rowhorne - connecting to footpath at Williams Fields, Crediton Road.  

From Old Tedburn Road near Cutteridge Lane to Old Okehampton Road Near Shalom / Higher Hurston.  

A way of safely getting down Hill Lane - nice path along the field - hedge either side would be nice.  

I am not certain about the law on this issue. Historically footpaths were created to enable walkers [all folk               
were walkers] to reach the parish church by the shortest possible route - therefore the paths were known as      
Church Paths. I think bridleways came into existence a bit later. It is a fact that land is in private hands except      
public lands e.g. roads, pavements.  

We live on the opposite side of the parish near Longdown - so don't use the facilities in Whitestone.  

Churchtown immediate area.  

Churchtown area  

Old Tedburn Road to Exeter [including cycle path on this route]. We would use a cycle path to Exeter all the         
time. There are so many cyclists along the Tedburn Rd and it is such a fast, winding road.  

As long as they join up properly, providing walking routes instead of long stretches on lanes and roads used              
by motor vehicles. Preferably a circular route of course and useful routes e.g. to pubs, into town, connecting          
with points of interest. This is something seriously lacking in Whitestone.  

Old Tedburn Road to Exeter [including cycle path on this route]. We would use a cycle path to Exeter all the         
time. There are so many cyclists along the Tedburn Road and it's such a fast, winding road.  

As long as they join up properly, providing walking routes instead of long stretches on lanes and roads used             
by motor vehicles. Preferably a circular route of course and useful routes e.g. to pubs, into town, connecting          
with points of interest. This is something seriously lacking in Whitestone.  

Not aware of any specific routes but more off road riding would always be welcome.  
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Not aware of any specific routes but more off road riding would be welcome.  

Don't know the area well enough.  

Trillow area to Church area? Main Whitestone road to old A30 [C50]? Also perhaps to Travellers Rest pub                
or nearby?  

Along Five Mile Hill.  

Along Five Mile Hill.  

I would love to see a route from Whitestone to Exeter, if there isn't one already. The more the merrier and a       
walking route to Tedburn St Mary.  

Perhaps a path to Whitestone woods.  

From village hall, through old green lane to Hayne Barton. From the Rectory at Church Lane through to             
existing footpath along ridge. From Pound Down Corner/Bowlish Cross through woodland to existing             
bridleway.  

Anywhere that would allow a dog to be walked off-lead for a reasonable distance. 

Between Nadderwater and Whitestone - the road is too dangerous [especially Pound Lane to village centre].               
It would be nice to walk to the playground from the east of the village in safety. 

Between Nadderwater and Whitestone.  

Between Nadderwater and Whitestone, the road is too dangerous [especially Pound Lane to village centre].               
It would be nice to walk to the playground from the east of the village in safety.  

Footpaths from Old Tedburn Road into Whitestone village avoiding the narrow Hill Lane and Pound Lane.  

From Old Tedburn Road into Whitestone village avoiding the narrow Hill Lane and Pound Lane.  

Old Tedburn Road to village avoiding narrow Hill Lane and Pound Lane.  

Would probably oppose these, especially across farmland – risk of disease & threat to animals. Bridlepaths           
open to abuse from wheeled ‘vehicles’. Maintenance of paths and signage is an increasing issue for land          
owners and authorities – we have a good current network of paths, bridleways and lanes. These taken             
together are adequate for both reasonable journeys and leisure balance.  

Would probably oppose these, especially across farmland – risk of disease & threat to animals. Bridlepaths          
open to abuse from wheeled ‘vehicles’. Maintenance of paths and signage is an increasing issue for land          
owners and authorities – we have a good current network of paths, bridleways and lanes. These taken            
together are adequate for both reasonable journeys and leisure balance.  

Footpath to old A30 from Whitestone to Exeter village road to provide another route.  

Anywhere to provide off road routes.  

 

Q22. Do you have any comments about the local environment in general? [47 responses]  

Horse riders do tend to use some footpaths as bridlepaths. This causes erosion and damage to the                 
footpaths and makes them very uneven and difficult to walk. Install kissing gates on all footpaths, stiles are     
awkward for people who might suffer from dodgy hips or maybe parents with small children etc.  

Would like the local environment to remain the same.  

The footpaths are very rutted up with horses and not maintained.  

Most people choose to live in Whitestone because it is close to the city but remains rural and development            
does now need to be more tightly controlled to preserve this characteristic in my view.  

Horses should keep to the bridlepaths and not use the footpaths; horses cause too much damage to the              
paths in wet weather.  

This is a beautiful area, but the worst offenders for ruining the beauty seem to be farmers, who don't seem                
to care whatsoever. They are responsible for the uglification of the village, which is such a shame. Ugly               
gates, ugly barns, getting away with anything they want. 

The roadside hedges need more frequent cutting back, especially from Nadderwater up to Whitestone.  

Wish we could stop people speeding on the lanes. Also wish we could stop the large lorries that continually             
use the lanes for transport to land fill. The council should take a more active role in reducing requests for             
landfill in the parish. No account is taken for the damage done to the road surface or the hedges. Also the          
danger they impose on cyclists, walkers and horse riders. Devon should be a county of rolling hill so should               
be preserved as such - continual landfill is blight.  

Whitestone is part of the Devon County Council Parish paths partnership scheme, but there is very little          
evidence that any schemes or projects are ever undertaken, or that the parish shows any sign of being           
proactive in the maintenance or improvement of its public rights of way. For example, bridleway 16             
[Nadderwater] is in a shocking state - but it makes a very good connection in various circular walks/rides. If       
external funding could be raised, this would be an ideal candidate for improvement.  

Restrict development on green field sites.  

People should not let their dog run loose, it messes on people’s grass. Should walk on lead or at least keep              
an eye on the dog. We have a dog but don't walk it on other people’s gardens to do its business.  
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Prevent ribbon development. More litter bins. Speed warning signs - flashing when exceeding limit. 
Concealed entrance signs on road from village to pub.  

The parish hall playground and sitting area is brilliant - quite enough for me.  

Footpaths and bridleways are historical routes used when modern transport did not exist. Today they are 
mainly recreational and I see no need to create those that only suit today’s walkers.  

We love to give our dogs a gallop and it’s getting dangerous to walk dogs along the main road. Some cars  
go very fast - seem to be alarmed to see us. We are worried - one day we might be hit. We walk the dogs on             
leads on roads.  

The areas outside school houses are a disgrace and give a bad image to the village.  

Consideration of visitors to parish hall when car park full and parking on road - as blocked driveway and             
private parking during panto.  

Pavements through the village would be much safer - narrow road may also slow traffic.  

We can see people walking their dogs in Kentlands footpaths, but do not pick up their dog mess – chasing        
animals through the fence.  

20 mph speed limit. The kink in the road outside cottages is dangerous for pedestrians.  

If Whitestone is regarded as an AGLV, why is the field just past the turning to Hayne Barton Farm, and            
between Hill Lane & Fore Close Copse allowed to be used as a dumping ground? This is just an eye sore. 
The Whitestone village sign by the crooked phone box is directly in the line of sight for cars coming out of Hill 
Lane. It’s blocking the view to traffic coming from the left and it’s very easy to not see speeding vehicles 
approaching.  

Maps of the bridleways & footpaths in the notice boards may be helpful.  

Generally pleasant and well managed environment. Any reduction of current provisions would be most       
unwelcome. Small drinks carton re-cycling would complete the solution.  

We feel that the local area needs tighter control from the Local Planning Authority [L.P.A.] as regards              
dumping in fields and caravans littering the environment etc.  

The path/bridleway between lower Nadderwater/Rowhorne Lane we have discovered - but it seems to have   
sewerage or some kind of smelly water running into it and it’s very boggy & unpleasant.  

I wish to see better enforcement of present speed limits.  

Speed of some cars through the village is unacceptable Lorries going down Hill Lane breaking banks are  
also a nuisance and costing the highways as the road then deteriorates.  

Most bridleways are in poor condition for horses underfoot. Off road riding could be a lot better to ride along            
C50 to access the bridleways we have.  

Speed restrictions 30 mph start at Whitestone House. 20 mph between Old Forge House and the bend.                     
30 mph from the bend to entry sign from Exeter. Speed restrictions would make drivers more aware and               
make changes to pavement less of an issue. Big bold painting of speed limit does seem to help drivers keep              
it in mind.  

Keep existing path maintained rather than embark on new ones.  

Would happily get involved in local conservation or footpath maintenance and litter picking.  

New to parish, do not know locations. A map on the web site might help and a pamphlet.  

Rural litter seems to be on the increase.  

A lot of roadside litter.  

A lot of roadside litter.  

1) Bridleways - West Town Farm - has been hard cored - and alternative route not made clear. 2) Bridleway               
at Oldridge corner is unrideable due to uneven and cut up surfaces. 3) Nadderwater bridleway could do with  
scraping.  

A bus shelter on the other side of the road or higher up the village?  

Designated ‘green lanes’ for young and old people to ride motorbikes off the road safely, respectfully and       
without prejudice from other permitted users of said paths.  

It is beautiful, very unique and should be preserved and cared for future generations as well as now.  

Community woodland and/or orchard for us all to enjoy. More trees planted, perhaps parish boundary trees.    
Improve roads for cycle routes. Safer cycling for all [commuter, sport and leisure].  

The local environment is well kept and pretty. I really love this area.  

Expand the Whitestone ‘free-cycle’ into a Chagford 'Proper Job' style concern [maybe!]. Concern about           
possible expansion of Exeter into fields at the north of Whitestone.  
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Whitestone has a quiet, rural charm to it. It is a little wild and un-manicured and that is a great part of its             
charm. It should not be turned in to Surrey theme park of countryside. Too much of anything will spoil it,     
the variety and mixture and peace, so close to Exeter, is very special. We can see the stars at night, walk   
the lanes, hear and see wildlife and feel safe, have a good community spirit, supportive but not intrusive, 
caring but generally un-officious. It is this balance I would love to keep. Value traditional extensive farming 
much more highly than it is now. It produced the current landscape, and can easily maintain it, but currently 
rules intended to assist farming are actually destroying it. Few people locally realise, how few traditional 
farms remain operating in Whitestone. Dark skies: Whitestone’s traditional rural darkness has been badly     
affected by most of the recent developments outside the village – scattering light in all directions – could     
do with ‘dark skies’ conditions on new rural developments, both domestic and business.  

Whitestone has a quiet, rural charm to it. It is a little wild and un-manicured and that is a great part of its             
charm. It should not be turned in to Surrey theme park of countryside. Too much of anything will spoil it,     
the variety and mixture and peace, so close to Exeter, is very special. We can see the stars at night, walk   
the lanes, hear and see wildlife and feel safe, have a good community spirit, supportive but not intrusive, 
caring but generally un-officious. It is this balance I would love to keep.  

I would like to see the 30 mph speed limit extended further up the road towards Heath Cross.  

There are too many areas being used by owner / occupiers as dumping grounds.  

Too much litter is thrown out of cars by passing motorists - necessitates litter picks by residents.  

 

Q27. What would encourage you to use the bus services more? [138 responses]  

Only if it was free of charge or grossly subsidised to reduce the fares Apart from that - too expensive, bus              
stop is too far away from my home [especially in bad weather] and no bus shelter.  

I can't use the bus, I have a motability car.  

Greater frequency of buses.  

If there was a weekly ticket linked to Exeter bus services.  

More frequent services but unlikely to use them. When I don't need a car I cycle.  

As a disabled young person I cannot get myself to the nearest bus stop.  

Evening bus through village so can go out and drink.  

Unfortunately because of family commitments and working on the other side of Exeter and the times the     
last bus runs home, use of bus is not feasible for work. 

Too far from my home, plus you would have to wait out in bad weather, as there is no bus shelter.  

If I knew absolutely that the service was going to run. And if there was a more frequent bus service, as     
the present frequency is useless. It's not a question of cost, but a reliable, frequent service, but I can't see     
it being possible 

More frequency.  

More frequently.  

Not appropriate as we need to accommodate an electric wheelchair which is bulky and not really suitable    
for buses.  

A more frequent service  

Improved frequency through the village to Exeter.  

If they were more regular.  

A later evening return from Exeter.  

Greater frequency.  

Frequency of buses.  

Greater frequency.  

If I could not drive my car.  

This will be more useful to as our children get older.  

This will be more useful to us as our children get older.  

If friends used it consistently too. Don't want to ride without my friends.  

Frequency improvement.  

Until I got unwell, I did use this service.  

A more regular service. I would anticipate increased use of bus services in the future.  

Bus time more frequent - later evenings. Signed bus stop inwards to Exeter.  

Bus time more frequent.  

Half hourly bus service and that is never going to happen.  

Half hour bus service and that is never going to happen.  
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If they returned regularly.  

Cheaper fares. Bus pass.  

Not convenient.  

Not convenient.  

More frequent service during the week and a service on Sunday.  

More frequent.  

Use bicycle.  

Rarely go to Exeter.  

More frequent buses i.e. evening or at least past 4pm going to town.  

If it was run on Nadderbottom.  

More regular services - although demand probably does not justify that.  

More buses.  

Free frequent transport. Unrealistic - back to the car.  

Greater frequency.  

Greater frequency.  

Better health.  

Evening service say 8pm.  

More service in the afternoons.  

When I no longer drive.  

More buses and or buses running at more convenient times e.g. into Exeter at 11am with a return at 3pm.  

More buses and /or running a convenient time e.g. into Exeter at 11am with a return at 3pm.  

More info.  

Nothing. 

Nothing. 

A more frequent service to fit with timed appointments in town.  

Evening bus Sunday service.  

A more frequent & reliable service.  

Have own transport.  

More frequent times especially weekends throughout the year.  

More frequent times, especially weekends throughout the year.  

Only if unable to drive.  

If I didn't have a car  

Increased frequency. A bus pass.  

If the bus came anywhere near my house.  

Not being able to drive. 

Not being able to drive. 

Better marking of pick up points.  

If it always turned up.  

Nothing. 

More frequent buses to and from the area. 

To go to work in Exeter 9am bus.  

To go to work 9am bus.  

More convenient & early times.  

Stop on demand service.  

Nothing. 

Greater frequency and evening bus - late return.  

Greater frequency and evening late bus - late return.  

No use of buses.  

No use of Buses.  

No use of buses.  

If it were more frequent.  

If they were more frequent.  

More frequent buses.  

Only one family car - all the above if the driver is at work!  

A regular service and a clear stop. It is 3/4 mile either direction to walk along the dangerous road.  

A regular service and a closer stop. It is 3/4 miles either direction to walk along the dangerous road.  

One that is close enough to walk to safely.  

Difficult to say.  
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A regular service and a closer stop. It is 3/4 miles either direction to walk along the dangerous road.  

Difficult to say.  

A regular service and a closer stop. It is 3/4 mile in either direction to walk along the dangerous road.  

Cannot use bus service as it does not serve Church Town area.  

Cannot use bus service as it does not serve Church Town area.  

If the bus route was anywhere near.  

Early afternoon into Exeter.  

More regular service along Old Tedburn Road.  

Are there any buses? No seriously, if there was a bus that went near our house with any frequency we all            
might use it.  

More regular service along Old Tedburn Road.  

Are there any buses. No seriously, if there was a bus that went near our house with any frequency we all             
might use it.  

Are there any buses. No seriously, if there was a bus that went near our house with any frequency we all             
might use it.  

Time more frequent - afternoons and evenings.  

More frequently.  

More regular service.  

I'm afraid nothing as need to have flexibility with my timings.  

More service?  

Regularity.  

N/A. 

Nothing. 

Nothing. 

If I didn't have a car and free city parking.  

I plan to use it for going shopping in Exeter when I am older and to visit friends in Tedburn.  

More frequent buses, a different vocation!  

Will the bus stop anywhere and maybe a later last bus.  

Will the buses stop anywhere and maybe a later last bus.  

Greater frequency.  

Greater frequency.  

Increased frequency for C50.  

Better service.  

Work starting and finishing times outside bus tables’ schedules - therefore buses of no use.  

A much more frequent service.  

A Sunday service.  

Possibly ring and ride services. On route 173 - more frequent morning/evening weekday services to allow   
for commute to work/flexible working. Request stops for pick up/set down. Rover ticket to cover county      
and Exeter city services on one card, not just off peak travel times. 

Better service.  

Better service.  

Better service.  

Better service.  

Better service.  

Better service.  

Better service.  

Better service.  

Being closer proximity to home.  

Being closer proximity to home.  

Frequency.  

Is there a bus in the evenings? And on a Sunday? Greater frequency to encourage more use.  

Greater frequency.  

Later service from Exeter and later service in especially on Saturdays [just for service in on Saturdays].              
During the week the service back is about 6pm and allows for workers that finish at 5.30pm. The 7pm        
bus to Exeter on Saturdays misses the village - why?  

Later service from Exeter and later service in especially on Saturdays [just for service in on Saturdays].  
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Q30. If it were possible to provide new roadside footpaths, where would you like to see them?                       
[86 responses]  

What would be the point, as cars would only park on them! There should really be a roadside path     
alongside School Houses right to the parish hall for pedestrian safety. However it would only get parked      
on by vehicles and there is no one who enforce a zero tolerance.  

Along Old Tedburn Road.  

Along Old Tedburn Road.  

Alongside the hedge [or where the hedge is!!] outside the parish hall.  

I don't think we need additional roadside footpaths. If the speed limit was reduced to 20mph then it would    
be safer for people to walk along the road.  

On the left going towards Tedburn running up to the village hall.  

Just as long as you stop house holders from parking on the pavements, which they do all the time. It is about         
time there was a car park made available, especially by 'Crosspark'. You have the grass outside the housing     
society bungalows; this should be turned into parking spaces. Plus less grass cutting, expense spared. Most 
households have two cars; many have as many as four cars. Maybe a car park with yearly permit parking?  

To be honest, it's too dangerous to walk beyond the village, as the roads are too narrow and the traffic too       
reckless. It's really not going to be possible to provide footpaths without vast expenditure, surely?  

As we normally only visit this area occasionally for attending the village hall, and would be doing so by car,                  
I do not have a view on this.  

Within the parameter of the village centre.  

To enable a return from Exeter to Nadderwater [fast traffic makes a return after dark dangerous even with                  
a torch].  

From the Royal Oak to the village.  

From the village to Halsfordwood Lane.  

Old Tedburn Road , Pound Lane.  

Old Tedburn Road , Pound Lane.  

From Royal Oak into Nadderwater towards Exeter.  

Road from village to pub where possible.  

On roads used by tractors, buses and delivery vans.  

Continuous path in village.  

Continuous path in village centre.  

Compete path from cross road to village hall.  

This is a village. The issue is with vehicle speed. It was not long ago we were told we could not have 30    
mph limit because of lighting. Drivers need to slow down - borrow a speed monitor from the police.  

On the left hand side of Whitestone between school houses and parish hall.  

East and west of village within 30 mph.  

From the village to the Trillow /Pound Lane cross roads.  

From the village to the Trillow/Pound Lane.  

Along Merrymeet/central road through village up to parish hall/playing field /ground as unsafe for children            
with cars speeding through.  

From the top of Pound Lane to the village.  

All through Merrymeet.  

All through Merrymeet.  

All through Merrymeet.  

All the way from Redhills to village.  

Continuing on from the one that starts Hill Lane to the village hall - residents please stop parking on foot              
paths through the village - remember wheel chair users.  

From Whitestone sign coming from Redhills right through to main village.  

I have no opinion on where. 

From the village sign to the east to Merrymeet.  

Nowhere - complete waste of money and erodes the feel of the village.  

Throughout built up part of village.  

No urbanisation - slow the traffic down.  

On the bend between Centre Cottages and town.  

Within the built up parts of the village.  

Within the built up parts of the village.  
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Behind hedge from Halsfordwood Lane to village  

Where 30 mph restrictions are in place.  

Continuing out the Tedburn side of the village at least to the village hall.  

From junction of Merrymeet/Hill Lane, all the way up to the parish hall. There is some footpath but not          
all the way up.  

On main roads.  

On main roads.  

One side, right through the village.  

From parish hall to join up with existing on south side of road.  

Between Nadderwater and Whitestone.  

Between Nadderwater and Whitestone.  

Much more frequent, especially afternoon and later into evening.  

Through the whole village.  

In the main street, particularly in the vicinity of the hall.  

Between Royal Oak and up to Whitestone Cross - then on to Luggs Farm.  

Old Tedburn Road to Exeter - including cycle path.  

Old Tedburn Road to Exeter - including cycle path.  

Don't know.  

If traffic slowed down then there should be no need for foot paths.  

Along Five Mile Hill.  

Along Five Mile Hill.  

Church Lane & Merrymeet.  

From the parish hall down to the bus shelter.  

Parish hall to bus shelter.  

Starting in village [The Old Forge end] running to park /hall grounds.  

Start in village [The Old Forge end] running to park/hall grounds.  

Between Nadderwater and the village centre, and possibly as far as Heath Lane. Especially around Pound            
Lane junction.  

Nadderwater to village centre.  

Nadderwater to village centre and possibly as far as Heath Lane. Especially around Pound Lane junction.  

Between Nadderwater and the village centre and possibly as far as Heath Lane. Especially around        
Pound Lane junction.  

Old Tedburn Road between Travellers Rest and White Horse Motors.  

Old Tedburn Road between Travellers Rest and White Horse Motors.  

Along C50.  

From Barton Cottages or at least from Hill Lane to the parish hall.  

From Barton Cottages or at least from Hill Lane to the parish hall.  

Need some safe route to get past Centre Cottage where road narrows. Footpath probably not possible             
because of narrowness of road, but could a walkway be marked on road [no kerbs] as done for cycle-paths,            
but for pedestrians and a ‘beware pedestrians’ notice put up? Cannot really justify much expenditure in               
current context of public spending cuts to services.  

Along C50.  

Along C50.  

Along C50.  

Along C50.  

Along C50.  

Along C50.  

From the village hall to the existing footpath.  

Throughout the length of the main village - Hill Lane to Church Lane.  

On corners for example near the old shop and post office going towards Exeter.  

 

Q35. Please let us know of any other parish road maintenance issues [66 responses]  

Huge tractors are one of the main causes of damage to the roads. Haulage companies now use these               
tractors with trailers rather than lorries. Mainly because there is less 'Red tape' and they can transport 
heavier loads. There is nothing that can be done about it, but it needs to be highlighted to the authorities   
that this activity is causing irreparable damage to our roads, of which the vast majority have no foundations. 
To put right this damage is costing us all. All land fill site owners should be forced to pay towards road  
repairs caused by lorries tipping at their sites.  
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Some how to prevent large vehicles to use single track lanes where they rip the trees, break down the          
hedgerows, get stuck as too large. Using SAT NAV brings them along lanes not suitable for the size of              
vehicle. Mud on lanes from erosion where large vehicles have broken down the side of the lanes – makes     
it dangerous and slippery.  

I think use of stronger advisory signs could be used to prevent large vehicles using narrow lanes, for   
example Hill Lane and Church Lane. Some of the vehicles are causing extensive damage to the hedges, 
excessive and unnecessary mud on the roads and damage to the road surface. This applies to Hill Lane in 
particular where hedge cutting by very large tractors has been particularly damaging.  

The roads are terrible. Let’s put it this way you can tell when you pass the Crediton Boundary, as there is a 
remarkable improvement in the roads. Teignbridge are spending millions around Newton Abbot, yet at the              
end of Teignbridge boundary we get nothing done to the roads and what is done is rushed and substandard.  

The main issue is what happens in snowy conditions. Otherwise, road maintenance is probably as good as              
we can expect. The loss of cats' eyes at Nadderwater is dangerous, though.  

I sometimes cycle into Exeter but a lot of the surfaces get very dangerous before being repaired, especially      
heading downhill towards Nadderwater.  

We often have mud and clay on the road near Nadderwater. This appears due to farm and landfill lorries               
using it without wheel washing. Also the drains near the brook and around the corner have been blocked    
for at least two years. This causes clay to accumulate on the road when water overflows. Also high risk of              
skidding in winter when frost is about.  

Pound Lane - potholes have been filled on various occasions but the quality of workmanship is so poor that               
it's probably in a worse state now than prior to the potholes being filled!  

I'm not a driver, so I'm afraid my opinion on the quality of the roads is only an aesthetic one, and in that               
regard I find the appearance of the roads entirely in keeping with what a Devonshire road ought to look like.  

The state of Hill Lane and Pound Lane are atrocious. They provide a main route for 'locals' to the main   
roads going out of the area. By using these roads congestion on other roads is lessened. This applies 
particularly should part of Hill Lane be made one way - in this case Pound Lane would need to be upgraded. 
Parting the main road through the village would be an asset. This is becoming a busy route which proves 
dangerous in icy conditions. As many people using the road now are not locals - they do not know the   
bends causing a danger to themselves and others.  

The local authority do a check with a gully sucker, which involves squirting water into the drain, if it runs               
away it is left as ok. They do not clean each drain. I know because I challenged them on the usefulness of                
the above and waste of resources - particularly if it is done in dry period.  

Disgusted that Merrymeet/main road through village being re-surfaced when nothing wrong with it and so               
only benefiting commuters, yet locals who use Hill Lane and Pound Lane have to endure horrendous pot             
holes. I've already complained to DCC, but told money spent on main roads. So I'd like to know how bad it              
has to get before it is repaired.  

I appreciate there’s a lot of road maintenance to do and I think we are quite lucky already.  

Hedges alongside open fields are a little overgrown as are the verges - block views and blocks sunshine in         
winter and ice will stay on the road longer.  

Notice of road closures not sufficient. Large dangerous pot holes occur in the same places each year. They            
are repaired badly after months of disrepair - then occur again after winter.  

I use Hill Lane frequently. If vegetation is kept under control it is much safer and straight forward to use.               
Sight lines are massively improved.  Hill Lane - passing places inadequate - enlarge and make new ones.  

Condition of Pound Lane is of particular concern as are recent potholes near Rebecca Springs on the road             
into the village.  

There are huge problems with ice in the winter on the road. I had a bad crash - downhill from traffic calming               
at Four Oaks where the fence is broken due to many cars crashing, there is a drop into the field.  

Patchy provision of grit.  

A drain has been completely blocked due to heavy vehicles using the lane next to our property. This causes               
a build up of water in the lane and on the road. This often freezes in winter and could cause accidents.  

Road can flood at White Horse Garage, Old Tedburn Road.  

Vehicles straddle the lanes, running on weak edges. Keep main roads in good condition. We must just drive      
slowly.  

Road sweeping never seems to be done anymore, causing build up of leaves and debris.  

Review road signage - too large lorry using lane damaging road surface dangerous for pedestrians and               
horse riders. Perhaps width posts to restrict big vehicles could be installed. Plus speed restrictions of 20 mph            
in lanes required.  
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Heath Lane wall cross to old A30 has many potholes , water logged at base of hill.  

Halsfordwood Lane has a lot of bad pot holes.  

Provision of more grit bins.  

Hill Lane and Pound Lane are very poor roads in terms of surface quality. Hill Lane should be one way                        
[Merrymeet to Tedburn Road] and Pound Lane [From Hill Lane up to Top Road], thereby creating a ‘circular’            
up Pound Lane, down Hill Lane.  

The maintenance of Hill Lane and Pound Lane is just one of regular ‘bodge its’. These roads need complete           
and deep resurfacing from top to bottom!  

The quality of repairs is so poor they need re-doing after a couple years - this must be a waste of money -                
as you were! They have now re-surfaced the road properly all through the village - brilliant!  

I am generally satisfied with the road maintenance but the Old Tedburn Road has several areas of severe    
subsidence and a couple of other lanes have edges that require maintenance.  

Lower Pound Lane, the drains have been blocked for 3 years. Many surface and pothole repairs have been             
made due to damage caused by water. Waste of public money when half day work on drains which are            
blocked with gravel from resurfacing would cure problems. Council have repeatedly been informed.  

The C50 is in poor condition with dangerous humps after Heath Lane turn - heading towards Swain’s Garage.  

Road maintenance should be done pronto, not wait until it’s a major job.  

We use Pound Lane on a frequent basis and all family members agree the state of this lane is very bad -        
potholes, etc.  

A very difficult issue because it is largely controlled by finance. But there are two major concerns on the    
C50 [which I am sure the Highways Agency is concerned about]. 1. Flooding - an issue which needs a 
solution, that deals with the problem adequately. 2. Subsidence - between the bottom of Five Mile Hill and  
the Travellers Rest - it is a major issue requiring a large budget and much disruption to solve.  

All poor.  

All poor.  

Church Lane seems to have been forgotten about , unless you're vigilant and make essential calls               
highlighting the danger to owners of  non 4x4 vehicles.  

Q32 : It seems as though farmers get free hedge cutting - whereas we have to pay. Any criteria?  

The road up to Crediton, outside Eastacott Farm (?) where the pot holes and constantly muddy, poor   
surface condition are dangerous, as well as damaging to vehicles.  

The road up to Crediton, outside Eastacott Farm, where the pot holes and constantly muddy, poor surface      
condition are dangerous, as well as damaging to vehicles.  

Drains blocked never cleared.  

Surface of Hill Lane is dangerously slippery for horses. Same for Church Lane. Pound Lane is in poor           
condition. Drainage at White Horse Motors has been problematic of late - may have been resolved?  

Drainage at White Horse Motors has been problematic of late.  

Hedges along Tedburn Road as can make it dangerous for me to see well enough when coming out of my         
house.  

Vehicles are too wide or at least many are, so ban wide vehicles travelling on our many narrow lanes -   
would help to stop the undermining of Devon's beautiful hedges. This is evident around Whitestone parish, 
creating very poor road surfaces, mud stones etc, wearing the tarmac away quickly. Smooth roads equal 
happy drivers /riders/cyclists etc. We seem to be the last on the list for any road maintenance, often patch 
repairs last a very short time - poor workmanship. Bring back local Parish Lengths man!! 

Speed limit on C50 at Pound Lane end needs addressing - a fatality beside the pub is imminent.  

Subsidence on C50 at West Town Farm has become dangerous - drivers now use the wrong side of the                 
road to bypass the issue.  

The speed at which people drive through the ends of the village is dangerous. Most only slow to 30 mph in              
the mid-section of the village - this is especially concerning near the park as people drive into the village.              
There ought to be a mirror opposite Church Lane to allow vision up the hill - as people drive so fast and                
often nearly take the front off a nudging forward vehicle - view is restricted.  

The speed at which people drive through the ends of the village is dangerous. Most only slow down to                      
30 mph in the mid section of the village, this is especially concerning near the park as people drive into the         
village. There ought to be a mirror opposite Church Lane to allow vision up the hill as people drive so fast                
and often nearly take the front off a nudging forward vehicle, view is restricted.  

Repairs seem fairly frequent, but it doesn’t seem to last.  

General speed of traffic - no paths.  

The road subsidence on Five Mill Hill down by West Town - getting worse.  
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The road subsidence on Five Mill Hill down by West Town - getting worse. What is happening at Swan    
Lake along the Old Tedburn Road? Many buildings, post is delivered relating to a number of people,      
refuse collected - but no living dwelling permission - refused many times.  

Subsidence on old A30. No gully clearance old A30. No drain clearance old A30.  

Subsidence on old A30. No gully clearance old A30. No drain clearance old A30.  

Poor standard of filling on many pot hole repairs. At times repairs could be classed as good - then periods    
of poor /no response. Need to consider more passing places on some single track sections of lanes. Leaf   
and branch debris sweeping/removal, better targeting for timing of work. Debris clearance from bridges    
after flooding to prevent re- occurrence [particularly Halsfordwood at the ford and at bridge by Royal Oak].  

Leaf and branch debris sweeping/removal, better targeting for timing of work. Debris clearance from bridges              
after flooding to prevent re- occurrence [particularly Halsfordwood at the ford and at bridge by Royal Oak].  

General speed of traffic and no paths.  

General speed of traffic and no paths.  

General speed of traffic and no paths.  

General speed of traffic and no paths.  

General speed of traffic and no paths.  

General speed of traffic and no paths.  

A culmination of litter along the verges.  

 

Q43. Should any other types of development be considered? [53 responses]  

Specifically - allotments.  

No. 

I don't believe that the village has the infrastructure to support any significant further development. In               
addition, further development would impact upon the character of the village. Very small scale i.e. two to              
three properties in the village for low cost/locals would be acceptable. The above does not cover the volume             
of any developments. What we have seen is the growth of individual applications for additional properties                  
or buildings which slowly and incrementally impact upon the landscape. We also have a mature population              
and encouragement of younger families/people into the village would be healthy with low cost housing. The        
current healthy community spirit may otherwise not be sustainable?  

You need to consider what is not needed, and that is larger-scale industrial concerns and anything that              
affects people's quality of life.  

I would oppose any more solar or wind farms being visible from anywhere in the parish.  

A village swimming pool would be wonderful.  

Holiday developments, industrial/light industrial, wind or solar farms.  

Large scale housing or industrial.  

Park for parents+ young children.  

Pub/restaurant. Shop/sub post office.  

Pub/restaurant. Shop/sub post office.  

Solar Wind turbines.  

Solar Wind turbines.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Large estates, industrial estates, roads, large shops, car parks.  

Motor sport.  

Properties of interesting design & ecological awareness.  

No light pollution.  

Provision for young people.  

Shop and pub - both strongly agree.  

Shop and pub - both strongly agree.  

Shop - possibility community shop.  

Redundant barn conversions.  

Large Housing estate.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

5-a-side football pitch – strongly agree.  
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Five-a-side football pitch - moderately to mildly agree.  

Five-a-side football pitch - moderately agree.  

Village shop.  

Village shop. 

Community shop.  

Carbon natural part buy - part rent.  

Disability housing.  

Disability housing.  

Conversion of buildings no longer in use. [Save on land being built on].  

Small selected individual housing with large garden areas. Small developments up to five houses.  

Post office /local shop, pub. Increase size of village fete.  

Post office/shop, pub.  Extend fete.  

Post office, pub.  Increase size of fete.  

Land for trailers/mobile homes.  

Horse related [commercial], riding stables etc.  

Horse related [commercial], riding stables etc. 

Land for trailers/mobile homes.  

Land for trailers/mobile homes.  

Development of redundant buildings.  

Equestrian.  

Rustic pub. Pub.  

Pub.  

 

Q47. Are there any types of development you would not like to see occurring within the parish?                  
[142 responses]  

Any expansion to the village by means of housing developments.  

Fracking. Industrial, because it creates traffic on a big scale. Only place suitable for Industrial       
development would be the C50, because of good access to the A30.  

Anything that would reduce the rural nature of the area particularly industrial.  

More Gypsy and Traveller sites. More random caravans being lived in. More ‘farmer’s retirement’   
bungalows. More stables - we are now at saturation point.  

I would not wish to see significant building of new houses. If this were to occur I would wish it to be small             
scale, low cost housing, with some character, located in or close to the village to suit local needs. My            
preference would be for this to in some way remain low cost in the long term although this might be difficult to              
achieve. I would not wish to any further Gypsy and Traveller sites or expansion of existing sites. The parish             
has now accommodated more than its fair share and may begin to be seen as an easy target by the district            
and county authorities for placement of Gypsy and Traveller sites. I think that further incremental               
development of individualised new properties or ‘agricultural buildings’ should be restricted, particularly where    
placed in previously undeveloped sites because of their impact upon the landscape. I do not think the parish           
has the capacity or infrastructure to support large scale camping or holiday complexes. I think the parish is              
not suited to further development of equestrian facilities. The parish already has a multitude of such facilities.  

Fracking, Bio digester [because of high transportation of heavy lorries].  

Industrial development, factories, anything which would cause a nuisance through noise, intensive 
agricultural development.  

Holiday developments, industrial/light industrial, wind or solar farms. 

Large scale housing or industrial. 

Housing estate.  

Larger industrial/business sites.  

No more gypsy and traveller sites because the Whitestone area has plenty of them already,  

Widening the roads, or creating any new roads, would be the sort of development I'd hate to see. Traffic     
and the noise and pollution it brings, can certainly spoil any area.  

Large-scale housing development.  

Large scale housing development. Agricultural buildings turned into holiday accommodation.  

Commercial/Industrial.  

Commercial/Industrial.  

Wind turbines. Solar arrays. Incinerators. Radio masts.  

Wind turbines. Solar. Incinerators. Radio masts.  

Housing estate.  
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Housing estate.  

No more large expensive private housing. No commercial development and to the roads and lorries.  

Large scale housing developments.  

Solar farms. Wind turbines. Large agricultural buildings on sky lines or in general.  

All types.  

All types.  

Car sales/garage.  

Car sales.  

Housing - Low cost housing.  

Housing - low cost.  

Housing - low cost.  

Low cost – housing.  

Housing - low cost.  

Housing estates. Large housing developments.  

Large housing estates. Large housing developments.  

Caravan sites. Solar panels. Wind turbines. Any commercial development.  

Large estates. Industrial estates. Roads. Large shops. Car parks.  

Housing.  

Housing.  

Mega farms. Intensive farming. Pheasant breeding.  

Caravan - Mobile home park. Motor bike scrambling. Residential. Industrial units.  

Caravans. Motor bike scrambling. Residential estates. Industrial units.  

Housing schemes. Green-field development. Removal of hedgerows.  

Housing schemes. Removal of hedgerows.  

We are not interested in seeing any further development within the parish.  

Not interested in seeing further development within the parish.  

Housing.  

Massed housing estates. Factory development.  

Suburban sprawl.  

Building more than two storeys. Factory /depots.  

Commercial. Housing. Wind turbines. Solar. Industrial.  

Wind turbines. Solar. Industrial.  

Intensive animal rearing units.  

Social housing.  

Scrap metal facility. Slaughterhouse. Haulage depot.  

Scrap metal facility, Slaughterhouse. Haulage depot.  

Large scale development.  

Large scale development.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites. Industrial sites. Heavy vehicle commercial sites.  

Large housing estates. Large industrial developments.  

Industrial manufacture.  

Large scale housing. High rise buildings. Large scale commercial.  

Large scale housing. High rise buildings. Large scale commercial.  

Large scale housing. High rise buildings. Large scale commercial.  

Large scale development. High rise buildings. Large scale commercial.  

Wind turbines.  

Hot tubs. Swimming pools.  

Hot tubs. Swimming pools.  

Housing estates. Wind turbines. Solar arrays. Scrap dealer yards. Commercial garages.  

Housing estates. Wind turbines. Solar arrays. Scrap dealer yards. Commercial garages.  

Large industrial complex. Supermarket/large retail. Waste disposal site.  

Large industrial complex. Supermarket /large retail. Waste disposal site.  

Haulage large lorry business. Any business that increases traffic.  

Haulage - large lorry business.  

Large housing estate.  

Large housing estate. 

Wind turbines. Mobile phone masts. Solar arrays. Caravan parks. Housing estates.  

Wind turbines. Mobile phone masts. Solar panels. Caravan parks. Housing estates.  
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Gypsy and Traveller sites. Change of agricultural buildings to residential. Caravan/mobile home park.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites. Change of use - agricultural building to residential use. Caravan/mobile home 
park.  

Housing estates.  

Housing estates.  

Factory buildings. Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

Factory buildings. Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

Solar farms. Fracking. Quad bike course.  

Solar farms.  

Green fields turned into field of solar panels.  

Green fields turned into fields of solar panels.  

Green fields turned into fields of solar panels.  

Large scale developments by one house builder.  

Large housing estates.  

Large housing estates.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

Commercial.  

Supermarkets. Late night noisy activity.  

Supermarkets. Late night noisy activity.  

Social housing. Big development sites.  

Social housing. Big development sites.  

Supermarket. Late night noisy activity.  

Supermarkets. Late night noisy activity.  

Engineering business. Repair workshops.  

Engineering business. Repair workshops.  

Caravan parks. Chalet parks.  

Caravan parks. Chalet parks. Sports complexes.  

Blocks of houses etc.  

Industrial. Luxury houses.  

Large scale housing. Industrial units. What we have fits well and is sufficient.  

Industrial. Luxury houses.  

Large scale housing. Industrial units.  

Waste disposal / land fill.  

New housing estate.  

New housing estate.  

Industrial. Large commercial.  

Industrial. Large commercial.  

Industrial. Large commercial.  

Industrial. Large commercial.  

Major housing developments. Industrial development.  

Large multi housing developments.  

Large multi housing developments.  

Estate developments.  

Estate developments.  

Factories. Industrial estates. Modern repeating houses. Bigger roads. Gypsy and Traveller sites.  

Factories. Industrial estates. Modern repeating houses. Bigger roads. Gypsy and Traveller sites. 

Factories. Industrial estates. Modern repeating houses. Bigger roads. Gypsy and Traveller sites. 

Factories. Industrial estates. Modern repeating houses. Bigger roads. Gypsy and Traveller sites. 

Factories. Industrial estates. Modern repeating houses. Bigger roads.  

Development that raises the profile of buildings along the ridge. Housing estates. Expansion [e.g. from 
Exeter]  

Development that raised the profile of buildings along the ridge. Housing estates. Expansion [e.g. from 
Exeter]  

Gypsy and Traveller sites. Industrial sites.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites. Industrial sites.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites. Industrial sites.  

Gypsy and Traveller sites. Industrial sites.  
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Waste tip/disposal sites. No more Gypsy and Traveller sites. Moto cross/ auto/off-road tracks.  

Waste tip/disposal sites. No more Gypsy and Traveller sites. Wind farms / turbines. Solar farms / arrays. 
Lakes/dams/reservoirs. Intensive poultry farms. Bio-digester / energy plants. Motor cross/auto/off-road tracks. 
Fracking. New roads.  

Large housing development.  

Caravan sites. Mobile home sites.  

Caravan sites. Mobile home sites.  

Industrial. Housing.  

Industrial. Housing.  

Sites used for landfill. Estate type high density housing development. Noise and pollution producing light          
industry. Noise and pollution producing leisure activities.  

Sites used for landfill. Estate type high density housing development. Noise and pollution producing light         
industry. Noise and pollution producing leisure activities.  

 

Q51. If anyone would like to make any other comments regarding planning matters relating to the          
parish, please feel free to add your remarks in the box below. [38 responses]  

The 'Old Tedburn Road' would be absolutely perfect for a housing development. Firstly the C50 has good          
access to the A30. It is fairly flat and is idea for people to cycle to work in Exeter. C50 is on a bus route.     
We do not want to encourage additional traffic using the lanes, such as Hill Lane and Heath Lane or the   
main run through Whitestone village.  

Stop conversion of garages and barns in to dwellings a few years down the line after planning has been             
sought for original building. Ignoring planning law by living in dwellings that haven't had planning     
permission and laws surrounding agricultural ties being ignored.  

I would not wish to see significant building of new houses. If this were to occur I would wish it to be small             
scale, low cost housing, with some character, located in or close to the village to suit local needs. My             
preference would be for this to in some way remain low cost in the long term although this might be difficult   
to achieve. I would not wish to see any further Gypsy and Traveller sites or expansion of existing sites. The             
parish has now accommodated more than its fair share and may begin to be seen as an easy target by the         
district and county authorities for placement of Gypsy and Traveller sites. I think that further incremental    
development of individualised new properties or ‘agricultural buildings’ should be restricted, particularly   
when placed in previously undeveloped sites because of their impact upon the landscape. I do not think the 
parish has the capacity or infrastructure to support large scale camping or holiday complexes. I think the 
parish is not suited to further development of equestrian facilities. The parish already has a multitude of   
such facilities. 

C50 would be perfect for housing and industrial development. Good access to the A30 and Exeter On a    
bus service route. The C50 is flat and many people could cycle to Exeter.  

The welfare of residents should be paramount. Such welfare needs to be considered in all applications, as           
many residents themselves don't like to express an opinion, in case of repercussions. Whitestone is not the         
place for anything involving lorries or increased farm vehicles, except possibly along the Old Tedburn Road.       
There should be a concerted effort to maintain the beauty of this village, a rural oasis so close to Exeter.  

I do feel that conversion of barns and other buildings is being misused. What stops approval for a barn or   
the buildings being later converted to housing? I also consider most of the so called green developments 
[green energy etc.] is just being used as a means of income generation and is having very little if any    
benefit to the environment long term.  

All the above would depend on the type of development taking place. For example, solar/wind farms could               
be sited in more remote areas of the parish accessed by a single track lane - whereas something like a                 
child-minding enterprise/livery stable would be better sited near a larger road.  

Large-scale development should be avoided. One-off and/or small-scale development is a more organic           
solution and is less disruptive.  

Ensure there are no retrospective planning applications permitted. Planning department needs to be                       
pro-active and ensure conditions are enforced and not ignored.  

Whitestone village desperately needs to have a social focal point to bring people together i.e. pub, restaurant     
and/or shop/sub post office. Other communities can establish co-operatives so why not Whitestone?  

Given the state of the roads there must be an access problem in creating further housing. Pulling out onto              
any of these roads is potentially dangerous even within the 30 mph area.  

Whitestone is wonderful place to live and we understand people want to stay here, we just don't want it spoilt.  

The least development the better. There should be no favouritism or special treatment given to those known               
to the Council with any kind of vested interest.  
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Whitestone super organised. Would really appreciate us all being ‘in the loop’, as much as possible if       
developments are being discussed/proposed/consulted on. Thanks.  

Important to keep or create a green buffer zone around existing Exeter to prevent spread and ribbon        
development. We need a ‘green belt’.  

Consider - Road traffic increases with any development. Our road infrastructure is restricted as it is. This            
should become the primary reason for denying planning applications for larger developments.  

Infill housing needs to be sensitively planned - co-ordinating better with the sometimes strange decisions     
of previous planning orders. Also - there is very little for teenagers in the village - maybe new goal nets on  
the football pitch could be provided?  

Street lighting - shame if this was done - light pollution.  

Once planning permission is granted it is important that inspectors return to insist that the outcome   
conforms to the original plans. Does this happen?  

Disused agricultural buildings should be granted permission for conversion to residential as buildings are         
existing.  

More housing means more traffic problems.  

No more Gypsy and Traveller sites within the parish.  

Development should be quality construction & within the style of the mix of current architecture.  

We strongly object to the development at Exeter View stables - was allowed initially and continues to   
expand on the site. The additional traffic to a single lane track is significant. This development sits 
predominantly on a hill and obscures a vista of green fields. We believe that permission for a residential 
property on this site would not have been granted.  

How is it that 'Derek Lane' on Old Tedburn Road has been granted permission to build even more 'ugly'           
buildings in a beautiful area?  

Re Q 38 It is impossible to accept that TDC considers Whitestone an AGLV when allowing ugly commercial 
development [on C50 around ‘Derek Lane’] but routinely refusing domestic development.  

The village of Whitestone is in need of development to allow the village to ‘form’ as a proper community. 
There are too many ‘fields’ with road frontage in the 30 mph limit. If these were developed [not over 
developed] a suitable footpath could run all through the village. The speed limit would be effective. New 
footpaths behind housing could be created. We may be able to sustain a shop. New development brings 
plenty of funds for  the parish to spend as it sees fit. 

The planning criteria was [has it changed?] a safeguard against inappropriate planning permission to a large      
extent, but with hind sight it is possible to cite a few instances when the decisions made, were wrong - in my     
opinion.  

Insist Teignbridge District Council take more notice of local opinion.  

Each case should be viewed/considered independently. Significant development of any nature should be          
resisted but we should remain conscious and considerate of local needs and a desire to remain in the area        
where raised.  

As there is always a need for extra housing, we see no problem with individual and small developments that            
are sympathetically designed and built after the building upheaval and objections etc. They nearly always            
seem to settle into the surroundings well and usually enhance the area.  

Whitestone is beautiful and I would not want to see it ruined by estate developments.  

Small scale, green field developments could be made very pleasant if designed around a farm house and     
converted outhouse or barns. I find modern style repeating houses offensive on the eye and have no place                
in rural areas. Houses built quickly to a budget always look wrong in my opinion. I would be very interested                
in a self build scheme.  
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Lobbying TDC to oppose enlargement of the remaining smaller properties within the parish to leave a range              
of property sizes i.e. some smaller properties which would be much more affordable - that way keep current   
numbers of properties but appeal to range of potential needs. Support TDC in resisting sporadic development           
in open countryside and in resisting, where possible, barn conversions. Planning needs to take into account            
the levels of frustration, frequently bordering on ‘road rage’ in the narrow lanes around the village caused                  
by poor driving, refusals to reverse, inconsiderate horse riders etc. This problem has increased dramatically              
in the last few years and has significantly reduced the quality of life living here. Recent equestrian                 
developments have been particularly bad in this respect. Serious consideration should be given to requiring        
future developments to contribute towards provision of additional passing places. [Note: Highways planning             
responses are mostly safety related - should they be required to consider the risk of death or injury from                
‘road rage’?] Whitestone has had Springdale tip as an eyesore visible from much of the village for over 
twenty years. Now it is nearly sorted out - it would be nice to have at least a few years before we get 
lumbered with another one. In recent times, a number of tipping operations have taken place in Whitestone to 
combine the creation of level sites with the cheap disposal of unwanted material. These have the landscape 
appearance of a quarry tip and are utterly incompatible with AGLV status. In many cases with the steep 
slopes and geology, they are likely in time to become unstable and dangerous. This practice should stop.  

Lobbying TDC to oppose enlargement of the remaining smaller properties within the parish to leave a range              
of property sizes i.e. some smaller properties which would be much more affordable - that way keep current    
numbers of properties but appeal to range of potential needs. Support TDC in resisting sporadic development           
in open countryside and in resisting, where possible, barn conversions.  

Better monitoring and enforcement of existing regulations required and power, if not already available, to              
force landowners to clear up at the property.  

The parish needs to guard carefully the high quality of the Whitestone landscape right from the edge of the              
city of Exeter. Any insensitive mass housing development would ruin the value of the landscape adjacent                  
to the city and elsewhere.  

The parish needs to guard carefully the high quality of the Whitestone landscape right from the edge of the              
city of Exeter. Any insensitive mass housing development would ruin the value of the landscape adjacent                  
to the city and elsewhere.  

 

Q52. If funding were to be made available for parish projects, what would be your top three things to       
spend money on?  

Choice 1 [192 responses] 

Parish youth/kids club during evenings/weekends.  

Roads top priority, plus passing places & weight restrictions [especially on bridges].  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Vehicle speed actuated indicator warning signs [solar powered] displaying the actual speed of the vehicle.   

Chicane system similar to Tedburn St. Mary to slow drivers entering and leaving the village.  

Remove the pillar in the middle of the parish hall.  

Shop.  

Some play equipment suitable for disabled people who need an adult to help them - at present the climbing         
frame has a height restriction stopping adults from helping their children access it. 

Improve the condition of the roads throughout the parish.  

Perhaps some funding to make Whitestone more wildlife friendly - nest boxes/sites including barn owls, 
encouragement of additional set aside with one or two local farmers possibly with some financial   
inducement, use of the Church Yard, involvement of volunteer help if desired?  Purchase of a field for 
development of a small Whitestone Community Woodland reserve? 

Low cost Housing for local people on the C50, plus some development to provide work for local people          
[industrial units, plus shop].  

Enhanced village hall.  

Micro pub.  

Pub or micro pub.  

Road surfacing.  

A new parish hall with cafe / bar and outside seating area from the rear to the BBQ, to take advantage of the 
wonderful view, and remove a few car park spaces completely.  

Wi-Fi in the parish hall to encourage rental potential.  

Village shop.  
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Find some way of making better use of the church. Access and parking currently is a real issue.  

Bridleway/footpath improvement.  

Food: mostly community food/drink festivals, markets, shops - kind of ideas.  

Take some land into parish ownership to develop and maintain as a nature reserve for residents and visitors.  

Church refurbishment.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

High speed internet.  

Leisure facilities.  

Leisure facilities.  

Low cost housing clusters  

Create pub/restaurant.  

Create pub/restaurant.  

Care for the elderly and the sick.  

Road upkeep.  

Road upkeep. Enforce speed limit. Pathway - through village.  

Road repairs.  

Demolish the village hall and rebuild a hall fit for purpose - use it for various sports and social events.  

Rebuild village hall.  

A field for dogs.  

Employment of an odd job person - to litter pick etc.  

Speed bumps - Speed limits.  

Speed bumps - Speed limits.  

Activities for children.  

Activities for children.  

Activities for children.  

Activities for children.  

Tarmac path to park.  

Tarmac the path to the park.  

Village shop.  

Traffic slowing - chicane signs etc.  

Traffic slowing.  

Traffic slowing.  

Traffic slowing.  

Traffic slowing.  

20 mph speed limit.  

20 mph.  

Hedge cutting.  

Speed restrictions through village.  

Speed restrictions through village.  

Pot holes & road surfacing.  

Projects to help the disabled.  

New hall floor.  

New hall floor.  

Street lighting in main village.  

Keeping the community centre.  

Keeping the community centre working.  

Lunch club.  

Lunch club.  

Buddying and some kind of support for people who would like to be more involved but need some support                 
to do so.  

Repair roads.  

Repair roads.  

Village shop & post office.  

Improving surface of single track roads - which are very poor relative to other counties.  

Litter clearance.  

Litter clearance.  

Parish hall.  
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Community shop and post office.  

Community shop.  

Community shop.  

A shop like the one in Ide village.  

Tennis court.  

Activities for kids.  

Something for teenagers.  

Effective speed control through the village.  

Village shop/post office.  

Village shop.  

Village shop.  

Sports field.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Young person’s activities.  

Allotments.  

Reduce speeding traffic.  

‘Care in the Community’ [all ages].  

Roads.  

Improved bus service.  

Improved bus service.  

Improved bus service.  

Improved bus service.  

Gritting roads in winter.  

Speed cameras.  

Village shop - community run.  

Village shop - community run.  

Improved maintenance single track roads in the parish.  

Gritting.  

Roads - passing places.  

Roads and passing places.  

Improve road conditions.  

Improve road conditions.  

Swimming pool and playing field.  

Ensure high speed broad band throughout the parish.  

A bench halfway along footpath that takes you to the park.  

Five-a-side football venue.  

Equipment for older children in the park.  

Equipment for older children in the park.  

Swimming pool.  

Swimming pool.  

Post office/general store.  

Post office/general store.  

Village shop with newspapers.  

Village shop with newspapers.  

Improved footpaths.  

Improved footpaths.  

Improved bus links.  

Footpaths.  

Speed restrictions.  

Road surface improvement.  

Road surface improvement.  

Improve roads especially C50.  

Improve roads especially C50.  

Improve roads - especially C50.  

Roads.  

Roads.  
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Safe footpaths.  

Safe footpaths.  

Safe footpaths.  

Funding for all the roads in the parish to enable them to be well maintained all year round.  

High speed broadband.  

High speed broadband.  

High speed broadband.  

High speed broadband.  

High speed broadband.  

Roads.  

Roads.  

Too new to have a valuable opinion.  

Too new to have a valuable opinion.  

Village lighting.  

Village lighting.  

Village lighting.  

Improvement to roads.  

Quicker to winter grit.  

Quicker to winter grit.  

Cycle path along Old Tedburn Road.  

Footpaths/other access for walking.  

Cycle route along Old Tedburn Road.  

Footpaths.  

Keep speed down.  

Keep speed down.  

Tennis courts.  

Village pub in centre.  

Swimming pool.  

Parish Lengthsmen.  

Traffic awareness and slowing along C50 to protect vulnerable road users [notably horse riders].  

Public footpaths.  

Community woodland and/or orchard. Parish boundary tree planting. Safer cycling/better road surface.  

Toilets.  

Toilets.  

Facilities for children and elderly - always a good thing in small villages.  

Facilities for children and elderly - always a good thing in small villages.  

Everything is fine as it is.  

Post office in the village.  

Post office in village.  

Traffic calming.  

Traffic calming.  

Traffic calming.  

Traffic calming.  

More off road footpaths and bridle paths.  

More off road footpaths and bridle paths.  

Footpaths and play equipment.  

Footpaths and play equipment.  

Industrial and Gypsy and Traveller sites.   

Footpaths and play equipment.  

Better mobile phone coverage.  

Better mobile phone coverage.  

Additional ‘passing places’ in lanes near Heath Cross on Crediton Road.  

Parish Lengthsman to be employed with funding for materials etc. 

Community shop.  

Keeping the bus service.  

Keeping the bus service.  

To obtain professional advice for the conservation of our environment - fields, hedges, trees, etc.  

To obtain professional advice for the conservation of our environment - fields, hedges, trees, etc.  
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Choice 2 [139 responses]  

Maybe an area to exercise dogs off leads.  

Café or small shop, maybe one that only sold local produce. Ideal place would be the back of the hall [by   
the kitchen]. This area can separate off from the hall, could be tendered out a couple times per week and 
make additional cash for the hall. A nice café right opposite the play park with the benefit of parking would 
make a wonderful additional facility to the village.  

Cycle paths.  

Cycle paths.  

Better mobile phone reception.  

Additional transport for elderly in parish, e.g. ring and ride scheme.  

Community shop.  

To slow vehicles down through main village by narrowing road as enter and go out with priority arrows like in    
Tedburn - needs to be wide enough for school coach to get through.  

Speed control through the village. 

Car park for Whitestone residences, especially in the Crosspark area of the village.  

A decent pub with community shop.  

Church-based activities.  

Church based activities.  

Winter provision for road use.  

Add outdoor gym equipment to the park so that it is fun for adults as well as children, with the obvious   
health benefits.  

Extend seating area across part of rear car park.  

Some way of restricting the speed of road traffic in Nadderwater and Whitestone.  

Minor lane surface/drainage improvement.  

New nature trails/bridleways.  

Develop a strategy for sustainable Whitestone to reduce carbon footprint.  

Extra car parking in the village.  

Cycle lanes.  

Cycle lanes.  

Leisure facilities.  

High speed internet.  

High speed internet.  

Foot paths on main road.  

Transport.  

Enforce speed limit.  

Later bus service 173.  

Replace garden with a new design, covered seating area that can be made wind and weather-proof.  

Replace garden.  

Improving area behind garages of parish hall.  

Improve area behind parish hall.  

Improve area behind parish hall.  

Improve behind parish hall.  

Village shop.  

Village shop.  

Tarmac the path to the park.  

Big area for dog walking.  

Big area for dog walking.  

Big area for dog walking.  

Big area for dog walking.  

Big area for dog walking.  

Foot path to Exeter.  

Foot path to Exeter.  

Road maintenance.  

Children's play park.  

Footpaths to make village safer.  

Tidying farm areas.  

Tidying farm areas.  

Footpath right up through village to village hall.  
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Speed bumps.  

Speed bumps.  

Cutting hedges.  

Cutting hedges.  

Amenity green energy project.  

Planning enforcement.  

Planning enforcement.  

Drainage.  

Community bus - which would benefit young and elderly [I've run such a project].  

Tennis courts.  

Tennis courts.  

Drain clearance.  

Road maintenance.  

Pub in village.  

Sports pitch.  

Pub in village.  

Pub in village.  

Static gym in recreation field.  

Public transport.  

Access.  

Remove the central pillar in the village hall to give clearer access to floor.  

Remove central pillar in the village hall to give clearer access to floor.  

Remove central pillar in village hall.  

Remove the central pillar in the village hall.  

Speed cameras.  

Gritting roads in winter.  

Village shop – community run.  

Village shop – community run. 

Improvements to the parish hall.  

Availability of grit bins.  

Availability of grit bins.  

Develop more permissive footpaths.  

Equipment for older children in the park.  

Five-a-side football venue.  

Five-a-side football venue.  

Weekly bin collection.  

Weekly bin collection.  

First aid course.  

First aid course.  

Improved bridleways.  

Improved bridleways  

Speed restrictions.  

Eliminate potholes.  

Eliminate potholes.  

Eliminate potholes.  

Bus services.  

Bus services.  

More buses.  

More buses.  

More buses.  

Enforcement of speed limits [an impossible achievement] but ‘dream’.  

New telephone lines.  

New telephone lines.  

New telephone lines.  

New telephone lines.  

New telephone lines.  

Hedge cutting.  

Hedge cutting.  
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Street.  

Mobile library for Nadderwater.  

Mobile library for Nadderwater.  

Traditional village pub.  

Routes other low impact access cycling - horse riding.  

Traditional village pub.  

Routes for cycling, horse riding.  

Keep hedges cut.  

Keep hedges cut down.  

Village shop.  

More equipment in play park.  

Traffic awareness/slowing along C50 to protect vulnerable road users [notably horse riders].  

Lane resurfacing.  

Support for people who need it.  

Bus shelter.  

Bus shelter.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Sports field.  

More play equipment for youngsters.  

Gas supply.  

Gas supply.  

Additional ‘passing places’ in lanes e.g. in Hill Lane.   

Signage to stop sat-navs directing cars to use Church Lane and Hill Lane as short cuts.  

Volunteer driving scheme.  

Rustic pub.  

Rustic pub.  

 

Choice 3 [82 responses]  

More bus shelters.  

Youth centre.  

Remove pillar in parish hall.  

Additional parking area for Crossways.  

Widen the narrow parts of the main road [C50].  

Make Hangman's Corner safe!!  Put cameras up periodically to record speed and dangerous driving in     
back lanes. 

Greater discouragement of large vehicles, particularly lorries and excessively large tractors on small roads      
including Hill Lane and Church Lane which are such key roads.  

Cycle path along C50.  

Don't know.  

Swimming pool.  

Helping wildlife [village pond/area for wildlife sanctuary].  

Improved traffic calming through village and on C50.  

Subsidise the re-establishment of a village shop [general purpose] until such time as it was financially                    
self-sufficient.  

Making the children's park more exciting.  

Potholes.  

Footpaths.  

Footpaths.  

Small commercial enterprises with small vehicles.  

Parish hall.  

Pathway through village.  

Post office/small shop.  

Outside gym.  

Outside gym.  

Something for the church.  
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Something for the church.  

Something for the church.  

Something for the church.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Local shop.  

Allotments for locals.  

Slow traffic – ‘waisting’ of the road either end of the village.  

Better car parking Merrymeet.  

Better car parking Merrymeet.  

Looking after church and the elderly.  

Looking after the church and the elderly.  

Village shop.  

Village shop.  

Allotments.  

Gritting in winter.  

Gritting in winter.  

Footpaths.  

Improving the village hall facility.  

Effective speed control through the village.  

Something for teenagers.  

Sports field/pitch.  

Pub in village.  

Sports field.  

Village shop.  

Maintain and upgrade of footpaths.  

Traffic/safety surveys. Choice 4 - Neighbourhood watch. Choice 5 - Social activities funding.  

Speed bumps.  

Speed bumps.  

Enhance facilities for teenagers.  

Enhance facilities for teenagers. 

Weight limits for commercial traffic.  

Maintain church bells.  

Local doctor and vet.  

Local doctor and vet.  

Parish precept banding needs to be re-examined For some its satisfactory - for others not.  

We live on the opposite side of the road near Longdown. We only ever drive through Whitestone and       
don't use any facilities, therefore I feel unable to comment on lots of the matters raised. Thank you.  

‘Slow Down’ signage - ‘There are others using this route’. Sites needed at the following locations - at bottom              
of Heath Lane which goes to Heath Cross; at junction after leaving Crediton where the road to Whitestone          
starts; at top of Health Lane to warn traffic going down the lane. [Heath Lane is used by pedestrians – sadly                
people are giving up due to fast moving traffic]; at Pathfinder village [residents who like to walk tend to stay              
on the pavement as far as the road junction]; at the top of Five Mile Hill [because Heath Lane is steep,              
twisting and narrow] and at Barton Head Hill [which is alright in lower mid section but soon becomes steep,       
twisting and narrow - no safe area for people living there]. The traffic on the C50 precludes any safe walking.  

Horse manure removal.  

Horse manure removal.  

Speed enforcement on Old Tedburn Road.  

Speed enforcement on Old Tedburn Road.  

Keep village hall open.  

Keep the village hall open.  

Primary school.  

Lane resurfacing.  

Parish Lengthsman to be employed.  

Social activities.  

Pub/shop.  
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Pub/shop.  

We are totally disappointed with the rubbish collection rules that we are limited to only two bins that are        
sometimes not big enough and the bin men will not empty them. We bought a bigger bin but council    
refused to empty it. This then caused a rat infestation. We find it totally unreasonable that they will not take 
our waste!!  

We are totally disappointed with the rubbish collection rules that we are limited to only two bins that are        
sometimes not big enough.  

Fibre-optic lines.  

Fibre-optic lines.  

Parish Lengthsman to be employed with funding for materials etc.  

Safe walkway in 30mph zone near Centre Cottage. 

 

Q54. Have you any further matters / issues that you would like to raise? [56 responses]  

Flashing illuminated speed signs to remind people of the speed limit going through the village or a chicane         
system to slow traffic as they enter and leave the village. Wouldn't like speed bumps.  

Thank you to the group who put the questionnaire together.  

Hedge cutting in Nadderwater never gets done?? This is a road hazard, a Health and Safety issue and  
needs to be enforced.  

Save the village from vile development such as fields of solar panels, wind turbines and factory units!  

The parish hall needs to be fitted with Wi-Fi. This would be hugely beneficial and open up more income        
generation and bring the hall into the 21st century. It would enhance learning options, communication at         
meetings, meeting room hire, displays - the list is endless. The initial cost may feel high but there is no             
question about the benefit and financial return.  

Our biggest concern/ worry is that housing development will ruin the rural nature of Whitestone parish and it            
will become just part of Exeter. Every effort should be make to protect this very valuable Devon asset.  

Concern with blocked drains under roads for example – Halsfordwood Lane culvert back to the ford.  

Better provision for gritting the roads in the winter. 

I feel very sorry for anybody coming to the so called ‘village’. Only if you live in a big house or talk posh.  

No matter how many dog bins there are some people will never pick up or put their bags in the bins. This is                
a shame as it is bad for responsible dog owners. We would love to be able to walk the dogs safely in the  
dark winter nights.  

This questionnaire has taken at least a year too long in being issued.  

I think we have been well looked after for the twenty years I have lived here, thank you. PS: Clive at   
Tedburn St Mary village shop keeps us supplied.  

20 mph.  

Parking in Crossways. There has been an issue recently regarding emergency vehicle access/ parking. The         
Local Council & Teign Housing seem to think that sending a note to residents is the answer to the problem.            
The private residents use the car park owned by Teign Housing forcing Teign Housing residents to park         
wherever they can. It’s time the Local Council and Teign Housing got together and assisted in sorting the           
parking issue instead of washing their hands of it. Parking in Crossways will continue to be a problem until      
someone decides to get interested. One private resident has up to six vehicles parked, but only one space               
on their driveway and in the past three commercial vehicles here.  

With the UK population set to reach 20 million in 2030, we need to build a lot more houses and this parish              
has no case for being exempt. Building specifically ‘affordable’ houses is unnecessary because whatever          
housing you build, someone somewhere down the chain ends up getting a home.  

Whitestone, with its good community spirit and stunning views of the city and countryside, is a great place                  
to live. Many thanks for the hard work that has gone into preparing this questionnaire.  

Some questions only apply to small interest groups - reference to provision of pavements is an example – 
this only affects a small part of the parish.  

Thanks for working so hard to produce this on our behalf.  

Sorry I can't be more help due to work.  

Given the current housing stock in Whitestone, it leaves very little opportunity for young families to purchase              
a home in the village. There seems no logical or positive guidance from Teignbridge in their plan for such       
provision. No one wants to see indiscriminate and insensitive building, but some latitude and constructive       
guidance would seem to be appropriate instead of blank ‘no’. A demographic balance brings with it other         
positive benefits to the community.  

Postal collection. We need to get re-instatement of reasonable daily collections from the box nearest the                  
old peoples’ bungalows!  
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I object to ‘designer’ new farm buildings being erected then converted to dwellings [subject to planning].                   
No objection however to existing redundant, ruined farm buildings being converted, where that development       
brings improvement and uplifting a derelict area [also subject to planning].  

Too long.  

Improve signage to warn motorists of horses.  

None at this time.  

Please note - Hill Lane does not run from the village to the Old Tedburn Road. It intercepts with Pound Lane.      
Pound Lane runs from the main village road to old Tedburn Road, so Pound Lane is the main lane between            
the village and Old Tedburn Road, not Hill Lane. Any attempts to make the level section of Pound Lane -                
one way would severely inconvenience the residents of Pound Lane.  

The post box at Heath Cross disappeared without notice - need to monitor postal services to check that they            
are sufficient for the village.  

Reduce the speed limit to 20 mph through the village, or install a speed camera. I personally lost two cats                  
in the space of six weeks last year [around the bus shelter area], then in July last year, another cat was           
seriously injured, which resulted in a leg being amputated. Even from my kitchen you can hear when cars              
drive too fast through the village.  

I made suggestions and offered my services in the last review, similar to this. I never received any feedback 
whatsoever. It would be nice to get feedback this time.  

20 mph speed limit within village boundaries and fully enforced. 

Speeding - too many speeding cars on narrow lanes.  

As we live in Heath Lane we regard ourselves as part of Tedburn rather than Whitestone. 

Parish precept  banding needs to be re-examined - for some it is satisfactory - for others, not. 

We live on the opposite side of the road near Longdown. We only ever drive through Whitestone and don't               
use any facilities, therefore I feel unable to comment on lots of the matters raised. Thank you. 

Road control of speeding cars and motorbikes on Tedburn Road (C50). Serious accident is waiting to 
happen.  

Road control of speeding cars and motorbikes on Tedburn Road (C50). Serious accident is waiting to 
happen.  

How much did they sell for and to whom did the church ‘sell’ those two recent Whitestone properties and  
why were they not made available to local families like ourselves. To hear about this though the grapevine    
is upsetting. Should the owners of horses have to obey the same rules as dog owners with the removal of           
faeces? [from public areas] - perhaps move to the road side?  

Speeding cars.  

Whitestone is a sprawling parish. Nadderwater comes under the plan but wasn't specifically mentioned. 

The play area in the village is a fantastic space which we hope will continue to be maintained so well for 
when our children stay. We are a young couple, renting in the village, with children who stay with us at 
weekends, so would be keen to get to know or get involved with other couples with children and relevant 
activities etc. We love the village and very much support it and this excellent questionnaire.  

The play area in the village is a fantastic space which we hope will continue to be maintained so well for 
when our children stay. We are a young couple, renting in the village, with children who stay with us at 
weekends, so would be keen to get to know or get involved with other couples with children and relevant 
activities etc. We love the village and very much support it and this excellent questionnaire.  

There has been an appreciably decline in driver behaviour in respect of riders along the C50 [particularly                
from the Travellers Rest to White Horse self-storage]. Lack of knowledge of the highway code and speed   
are all on the increase, making an accident almost inevitable if the trend is not reversed. Any    
considerations, suggestions or initiatives for tackling this, would be gratefully received.  

May be this is for the Parish Council, but I like to see more tree preservation orders put on many more of   
our old and important trees in the parish and of course everywhere. It is all very well surface-dressing the 
main road through the village but all the lanes leading to it are in a far worse state. Maybe they will be done 
soon, but if £ spent on the main road, I think £ should be spent on the lanes.  

Our broad band is so poor that we can only use it for limited tasks. We cannot download catch up or anything    
similar, ‘streaming’ is too slow.  

Our broad band is so poor that we can only use it for limited tasks. We cannot download catch up or anything    
similar, ‘streaming’ is too slow.  

The parish is fine as it is.  
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We are totally disappointed with the rubbish collection rules that we are limited to only two bins that are        
sometimes not big enough and the bin men will not empty them. We bought a bigger bin but council refused              
to empty it. This then caused a rat infestation. We find it totally unreasonable that they will not take our 
waste!! 

We are totally disappointed with the rubbish collection rules that we are limited to only two bins that are        
sometimes not big enough and the bin men will not empty them. We bought a bigger bin but council refused              
to empty it. This then caused a rat infestation. We find it totally unreasonable that they will not take our 
waste!! 

Mirror on the turning at the end of Church Lane.  

We are totally disappointed with the rubbish collection rules that we are limited to only two bins that are        
sometimes not big enough. 

Safe off road footpaths linking the C50 end of Whitestone with the village centre and with the church would               
be a big improvement and would help to bring the outlying parts into village activities.  

Safe off-road footpaths linking the C50 end of Whitestone with the village centre and with the church would             
help to bring the outlying parts into the village activities.  

School Houses 1 and 2 must remain within the control of the Parish Council and remain as letting properties          
either to provide an income to the PC for works within the parish or as accommodation in connection with 
maintenance of parish hall / parish work. These houses provide ‘rare’ smaller properties within the parish. 
Any attempt to introduce street lighting [except that currently limited existing] must be prevented - on the              
grounds of light pollution and energy costs.  

School Houses 1 and 2 must remain within the control of the Parish Council and remain as letting properties       
either to provide an income to the PC for works within the parish or as accommodation in connection with 
maintenance of parish hall / parish work. These houses provide ‘rare’ smaller properties within the parish. 
Any attempt to introduce street lighting [except that currently limited existing] must be prevented - on the          
grounds of light pollution and energy costs. Hill lane – any ‘one way’ arrangement should be downhill only in        
lower section. Hill lane and Church Lane are being ruined by vans / heavy / wide vehicles using sat-navs and 
following these unsuitable lanes. Need to get these taken off sat-nav routes and provide better signage to         
prevent unsuitable use. In winter ice and in autumn leaf fall, these lanes can become impassable for non four     
wheel drive vehicles or nervous drivers and are unsuitable for caravans [except for access].  

Thank you for all the time and preparation put into this survey. I do hope you get a good response.  

Efforts to support wildlife i.e. making areas for bird boxes, planting of wild flowers, bug houses and bat 
houses.   Could we prevent wild flowers from being cut, perhaps putting a stake to prevent cutting would 
work?  
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DRAFT ACTION PLAN 

SUGGESTED ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

  

Parish Life  

  

1. Explore how to communicate more effectively to residents 

regarding what is actually happening within the parish and 

implement improvements – e.g. which types of media to use, 

how much detail and context to provide, always give contact 

name and number. 

• In Q8c, 38 people [15%] stated that they were not 
aware of activities. 

• In Q10, 8 people requested more information. 

• In Q12b, 75 people [46%] of responses were not aware 
of Rural Skip. 

• In Q18, almost 80% were not aware of footpaths and 
bridleways. 
 

  

2. Explore more ideas for leisure and clubs for all ages and take 

forward viable options. 

• One of top choices answered in Q52. 

• Reference to Q8c responses –  to encourage more 
parishioners to join in activities within the parish. 
 

  

3. Explore feasibility of a parish shop / post office, whether 

community run or commercially operated, and implement if 

viable.  

• One of top choices answered in Q52. 

  

4. Implement  ‘quick-fix’ , small scale, low cost, parish 

enhancements  – e.g. increasing the numbers of bat and bird 

boxes, encouraging  indigenous  wildflowers, making minor 

cosmetic improvements to existing bus shelter ........... 

• Q52 suggestions arising as miscellaneous local 
enhancements. 
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SUGGESTED ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

  

Local Environment  

  

5. Provide / update map to show all Public footpaths and 

bridleways that are located  within the parish and provide an 

accompanying  brief description of each route  – e.g. distance, 

gradient, condition, whether dog friendly, whether through 

farmed / stocked fields, open or sheltered  etc.  Also indicate 

responsibility for up-keep and any appropriate contacts in the 

parish. 

• In Q18, almost 80% were not aware of footpaths and 
bridleways. 

• Reference to Q19 - 59% of responses show frequent or 
occasional use of footpaths and bridleways, may 
encourage more use. 

  

6. Explore and implement ways to better communicate where 

these paths / bridleways are – e.g. use descriptions and path 

numbers in Parish Council minutes when discussing footpaths,  

update map located at Parish Hall showing all the paths and 

bridleways, put maps on web site, have leaflets, run guided 

walks, have talks about walks .......... 

• Q18, almost 80% were not aware of footpaths and 
bridleways. 

• Reference to Q19, may encourage more use. 

  

7. Improve promotion and publicity of the annual Rural Skip, 

well in advance and with reminders using all possible media to 

get the message across. 

• Q12 – 69% of responses indicated that residents did 
not use the Rural Skip facility. Within non-users 
comments, 46% indicated that they were unaware of 
its existence. 
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SUGGESTED ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

  

Roads and Transport  

  

8. Find the best way of reducing or enforcing speeds to 30mph 

or less through the village – e.g. lobby to achieve this if required. 

• Q23a showed 52% of responses wished a 30 mph 
limit, 45% wished a 20 mph limit. 

  

9. Find the best way of reducing or enforcing speed along the 

Old Tedburn Road [C50] – e.g. lobby to achieve this if required. 

• Q23b showed 35% of responses wished a 40 mph 
limit, 27% wished a 30 mph limit, 22% wished a 50 
mph limit and 15% wished a 60 mph limit. 
 

  

10. Consider how to improve road maintenance throughout the 

parish in all its ‘forms’, identify problem areas and implement 

solutions – e.g. self help, lobby appropriate bodies........... 

• Q33 - 70% not satisfied. 

• Q34 stated clearly a range of problems [8] and 
support for action. 

• Q35 – 65 additional comments highlighted further 
issues. 

• One of top 10 1st, 2nd and 3rd choices answered in 
Q52. 
 

  

11. Put in place a ‘Winter conditions’ volunteer co-ordinator and 

team. 

• Q31, 61% of responses said YES to having a co-
ordinator. 

• There are volunteers! 
 

  

12. Investigate mechanisms for improving roadside hedge cutting 

both by Highways and private individuals, mindful of statutory 

legislation for species protection, health and safety, cost-

effectiveness  ....  Implement as appropriate.  

• Q32 - 51% felt that there was a need for better 
enforcement of roadside hedge cutting. 

  

13. In the context of lack of bus usage, explore if more frequent 

or better timed buses would encourage greater use and establish 

whether this is commercially or practically feasible? 

• Q27, 96 references made to bus frequency. 

  

14. Investigate the potential for a form of ‘ring and ride’, whether 

community based or more commercially sourced, to provide the 

flexibility that seems to be required from ‘bus transport’.  

Implement if feasible and viable. 

• Q27, 96 references made to bus frequency. 
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SUGGESTED ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

  

Planning  

  

15. Aim to do everything possible to ensure that the parish 

remains mostly rural, with very limited development.  Note - This 

sentiment has very high local support 

• Q37 - 70% of responses, strongly agree, additionally 
almost 14% moderately to mildly agree. Total of 84% 
gave positive support. 

• Q48 – 69% of responses object to any potential 
Exwick ‘overspill’. 

• Q47 and Q51 responses support this. 
  

  

16. Aim to ensure that Teignbridge District Council and 

Whitestone Parish Council remember that Whitestone lies in an 

‘Area of Great Landscape Value’ when carrying out their 

respective statutory roles. Note - This sentiment has very high 

local support 

• Q38 - 68% of responses, strongly agree, additionally 
almost 15% moderately to mildly agree. Total of 83% 
gave positive support. 

• Q48 - 69% object to any potential Exwick ‘overspill’. 

• Q47 and Q51 responses support this. 

  

17. Respectfully request that Teignbridge District Council and 

Whitestone Parish Council demonstrate that when carrying out 

their respective statutory roles, they act on and take note of the 

strength and nature of local opinion in regard to ensuring that 

the parish remains mostly rural, with very limited development, 

including in the context of consideration of any planning 

applications in the parish. 

• Refer to top 5 ‘would not like’ identified in Q47.  

• Q37 - 70% of responses, strongly agree, additionally 
almost 14% moderately to mildly agree. Total of 84% 
positive support. 

• Q48 - 69% object to any potential Exwick ‘overspill’. 

  

18. Respectfully request that Teignbridge District Council and 

Whitestone Parish Council demonstrate that when carrying out 

their respective statutory roles, they act on and take note of the 

strength and nature of local opinion in regard to Whitestone’s 

location within an ‘Area of Great Landscape Value’, including in 

the context of consideration of any planning applications in the 

parish. 

• Refer to top 5 ‘would not like’ identified in Q47. 

• Q38 - 68% of responses, strongly agree, additionally 
almost 15% moderately to mildly agree. Total of 83% 
positive support. 

• Q48 - 69% object to any potential Exwick ‘overspill’. 

  

19. Explore, agree and implement a mechanism[s] to enable 

parishioners to be made fully aware of the details of agricultural 

building conversion proposals, wind turbines and solar arrays 

seeking planning permission, to better gauge the strength of 

local opinion on the individual proposals, and thus inform the 

Parish Council consideration of, and comments on, planning 

items. 

 

• Q44 - 52% of responses indicated that they would 
want to see details of proposals for agricultural barn 
conversions, 25% stated objection. 

• Q45 - 37% [wind] and 41% [solar] of responses 
indicated that they would want to see details of 
proposals, 40% [wind] and 38% [solar] stated that 
they objected. 

• Q46 had similar results to Q45. 

• Wind and Solar - refer to top 5 ‘would not like’ 
responses in Q47. 
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SUGGESTED ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

  

General  

  

20. Improve all aspects of parish communication as required. • In almost every aspect of the questionnaire 
responses, the issue of the need to improve 
communications came up. Some issues are very 
specific and have been developed within the topic 
headings in this document, but the issue remains a 
general one. 
 

  

20a. Make the village website link more prominent, perhaps 

referenced on the web front page – to raise local awareness of 

planning applications and planning matters and how to access all 

the supporting information on proposals. 

• There is an existing link on the village web site under 
the Parish council page to the list of planning 
applications within Whitestone parish, submitted to 
Teignbridge District Council. 

• Arising from the responses to planning section of 
questionnaire. 

 

  

20b. Produce and maintain a simple guide on how to get details 

of any planning application, how local feedback can be made 

about planning matters – e.g. direct correspondence with TDC, 

raise with District Councillor, raise as an issue at the Parish 

Council meeting at which the application is being considered 

........Promote and make the guide available to parishioners, 

using all appropriate communication methods. 

• Arising from the responses to planning section of 
questionnaire. 

  

20c. Set up a team to produce, maintain and deliver as required, 

a Whitestone Parish Information Pack for new [and existing] 

residents. To include current bus timetables, locations of bus 

stops, contact numbers and details of clubs and groups, local 

police, Parish Council members, parish magazine contacts....... 

Promote Pack to parishioners using all appropriate 

communication methods e.g.  notices on parish / hall notice 

boards and keep a copy available on the web site. 

• Arising from the responses to questionnaire. 

  

20d. Suggest that leaders of existing groups and clubs consider 

all forms of communication to reach parish residents and that 

contact details are always provided with short summaries 

describing the nature and scope of the group / club [including 

whether kit and equipment is provided or ‘bring your own’ is 

needed] and indicating whether a standard  e.g. learner to 

experienced is required, or ‘all welcome’. 

• Arising from the responses to parish life and local 
environment sections of questionnaire. 
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Parishioners comments made on Parish Plan/Draft Parish Action Plan 
materials presented at Coffee Morning July 9th 2016. 

Require 
amendment 
to Draft 
Action Plan. 
Y/N 

Parish Plan Steering Committee commentary/summary of changes made to Draft 
Action Plan. 

Ring and Ride operates already will find out details and pass on. N Comment noted. No change needed as action is included in Draft Action Plan [action 
14]. 

There are two pubs in the parish which I am sure would be willing to support 
some of the ideas going forward, shop, post office, parcel collection, dry 
cleaning. Use for clubs. I feel if they could be included it would rebuild 
community spirit. 

Y Comment noted. This comment prompted the inclusion of examples such as 
shop/post office in Draft Plan Action [action 14]. 

The bus runs back empty at 7pm on the bottom road. Wouldn’t it be an idea 
to see if it could run back in service on its proper route, even if it’s just Friday 
and Saturday. 

N Comment noted. Flexibility of service is covered in Draft Action Plan [action 13], 
however this action has been expanded in the light of this and other comments. 

Use parish email contacts list to advertise what’s on in the community, i.e. 
make a different list that people can choose to be on. Either run by existing 
parishioners or designate someone else, and headline it ‘What’s on in your 
community’.  

N Comment noted. This is a specific example of communication methods already 
covered more broadly in Draft Action Plan [action 1].  
 

Would love to promote the footpaths and bridleways, if I could only have a 
map. 

N Comment noted. This action is already covered in Draft Action Plan [actions 5 and 6]. 

People needed in all areas of the parish, ie, Oldridge, Holcombe Burnell, 
Nadderwater, NOT JUST Whitestone village. 
 
 

N Comment noted. We hope that all the actions targeting the community will 
encourage all parishioners to work together. This is noted in Draft Action Plan 
[actions 1, 2 and 20]. 

There are plenty of leisure activities in the village - perhaps communication is 
the problem. 
Football pitch? We’ve got one. There are also dog bins at bus stop and parish 
hall. 

N Comment noted. Draft Action Plan [action 1] looks at communication of existing 
activities. Draft Action Plan [action 20] talks about more general communication 
issues. 

Hedges- could local farmers offer a pay for service, when doing their fields to 
do some residential ones? 

N Comment noted. Broad action is in Draft Action Plan action 12. This suggestion is a 
specific example of a potential way forward. 

Having seen some excellent views-it would be good to meet again to take 
some forward. 

N Comment noted. No change needed to Draft Action Plan, but please feel free to 
volunteer to take actions in the final plan forward. 

Hedges near Springs Farm need cutting back, drain covers for surplus water 
are completely overgrown, making road very narrow. 

N Comments noted. Draft Action Plan [action 12] is already related to roadside hedges 
in the broad sense and the drains are a specific example that would fall under 
‘highways maintenance’ Draft Action Plan [action 10]. 
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Better and more comprehensive ‘Welcome Pack’ for all new residents.  
N.B. Could it go to all residents? 

N Comment noted. This matter is already covered in Draft Action Plan [action 20c] – 
now in the final Action Plan [action 20d], including availability for both new and 
existing residents. 

Community shop and post office has been tried in previous years, but would 
probably not survive as not enough people would use them. 
 

N Comments noted. The Committee are aware of the history of the post office and 
various attempts at a shop within the parish. Draft Action Plan [action 3] has been 
amended to include some examples of innovative approaches that might make 
these aspirations more viable or practical now. These items were high on 
respondents’ priority wish lists. 

More money on road repairs important. Y Comments noted. Road repairs are covered in Draft Action Plan [action 10] and were 
high on respondents’ priority lists. There was strong support for a parish precept 
increase to support items such as road maintenance. The parish precept increase 
proposal has been added to the Final Action Plan [action 21]. 

Suggested Action: 
1. Communicate more effectively – I feel people need to be more proactive 
about finding things out. There are plenty of opportunities – the website, the 
magazine etc. if people only bothered.  
2. The annual parish meeting has reports from all the clubs etc. These 
meetings are advertised on notice boards so if people were interested they 
could find out. Possibly a notice on the notice board by the hall, on the bus 
stop, with details of a contact number for how to get hold of the Parish 
Information Pack, which already exists, artery of the social club. 
3. It’s very easy to say there should be more clubs, activities, etc but do the 
people wanting them put themselves forward for running them? I think 
probably not…. 

N Comments noted. We hope that the actions which largely target community and 
communications will encourage all parishioners to get involved and work together to 
enable these aspirations to become realities. There are real barriers exhibited by 
parishioners’ responses to the questionnaire and to the coffee morning that will 
need sensitive handling if people are going to work together for the community.  

This has been extremely worthwhile, extremely well organised and planned, 
well executed and well reported. Such a lot of hard work!  

N Comment noted. Thank you. 

Would like issues regarding speeding to extend throughout the main road 
including all the parish boundaries – perhaps a road speed sign approaching 
Heath Cross to remind cars to slow down. 

N Comment noted. General speeding issues outside the 30 mph limits and on C50 
were not specifically part of the questionnaire questions, but were raised by some in 
free format responses. Maybe these matters could be raised in conjunction with 
Draft Action Plan [action 8] as an associated issue.  

Well Done for a magnificent display – after a lot of time preparing/collecting 
data. 

N Comments noted. Thank you. 

Comprehensive presentation, well done to all involved. Very good way to 
share results. Thanks for the coffee! 

N Comments noted. Thank you. 

Thank you for your hard work in undertaking this survey. In my view your 
action plan accurately reflects the Feedback from the parish. 

N Comments noted. Thank you for your kind words and for endorsing the action plan 
as a fair reflection of feedback. 
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Priorities for action 

• Contain development in area 

• Improve roads 

• Overall communication 

N Comments noted. These priorities reinforce the actions in Draft Action Plan relating 
to development [actions 15, 16, 17 and 18]; roads [actions 8, 9,10, 11 and 12]and 
general communication[actions 1 and 20]. 

We love living in Whitestone. Excellent report- Very surprising to read some of 
the comments. Thanks for all your hard work in doing this, much appreciated! 

N Comments noted. Thank you. 

Congratulations on well presented survey. Found some results conflicting but 
overall a lot to think about, also action to benefit the community.  
 
Communication seems to be a key result and can easily be improved – but 
would it make any difference ??! 

N 
 
 
N  

Comments noted. Thank you. 
 
 
Communications issues will be addressed through Draft Action Plan [actions 1, 20, 
20a-d] now widened to include in the Final Action Plan [action 20e]. We hope that 
better communications will encourage engagement. We won’t know if it will work if 
we don’t try. 

Firstly, Thank you for all the hard work. Obviously communicating activities, 
news and village needs, needs a method that can be reached by a wider 
audience. Possibly publishing the magazine on the internet would help achieve 
this. I would hate to see the community of the village changed. People only 
need to ask for help. Obviously roads and winter conditions are a serious 
issue. 

N Comments noted. Thank you. Communication is clearly an issue which is why it 
appears within many of the actions in the Draft Action Plan [actions 1, 20, 20a-d] 
now widened to include in the Final Action Plan [action 20e]. Back issues of the 
parish magazine are available via the Whitestone website but this needs to be better 
and more widely promoted. This would then mean requests for assistance would 
reach a wider audience. The roads issues are taken forward under Draft Action Plan 
[actions 10, 11 and 12]. 

Congratulations to all involved in the work. 
It was sad to see the response to renewable energy – equally split between 
‘object’ and ‘depends’.  
 If T.D.C. employed an enforcement officer the world might be improved, 
locally at least.  

N 
N 
 
N 

Comments noted. Thank you. 
Renewable energy was not taken forward to the action plan due to the overall lack 
of support. 
T.D.C. do employ enforcement officers although their resources are stretched. The 
Parish Council have referred issues in the past. Draft Action Plan [actions 15,16,17 
and 18] addresses the issue in a more general sense. 

With a website and parish magazine there is no excuse for people not knowing 
what is going on. Get off your Twitter and Facebook and engage in the 
community. 

N Comments noted. General communication matters are covered in Draft Action Plan 
[actions 1, 20, 20a-d] now widened to include  in the Final Action Plan [action 20e]. 

I think the idea of engaging with the elderly-vulnerable a fantastic idea, even if 
it’s just a ring around to check people are ok, especially in bad weather. Could 
introduce meals on wheels, ask one of the pubs, may be willing. 

N Comments noted. General communication matters are covered in Draft Action Plan 
[actions 1, 20, 20a-d] now widened to include in the Final Action Plan [action 20e]. 
Links to the elderly and winter would fall under the remit of the Draft Action Plan 
[actions 2 and 11]. Note – since the questionnaire, a Parish Pals group has been set 
up to provide a regular link for more elderly parishioners. Neighbourhood Watch 
also includes the principles of awareness of vulnerable households. 
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Booking chart on front of parish hall door so know when you can use Green 
room, without booking. 

N Comments noted. Draft Action Plan [actions 1 and 20] address communication in its 
broadest sense. Post questionnaire, the Parish Hall Management Committee have 
put the monthly booking sheet on the parish hall roadside notice board to make 
parishioners aware of hall bookings. 

Excellent work. Thank you. For more info – Parish Office [Reading Room] for all 
info including planning. Twice monthly, manned by Parish Councillors or Clerk. 
 

Y Comments noted. Thank you for your kind words. Parish communication including 
Planning issues is addressed in Draft Action Plan [actions 1, 19, 20, 20a-20d]. Actions 
have been widened as a result of this and similar comments and are now in the Final 
Action Plan [actions 20a-20e]. This specific suggestion of Parish Council surgeries 
would be an example of potential actions that could be taken and would  require 
further consultation with the Parish Council and the Parish Hall Management 
Committee [regarding use of the Green/Reading Room] to be put into practice.  

Very well presented – clear and easy to understand. N Comments noted. Thank you. 

Draft Action Plan [action 1]. Magazine, website, notice boards. N Comments noted. Thank you for your suggestions. Draft Action Plan [action 1] is 
worded generally to explore the potential methods of communicating. Interestingly 
in questionnaire feedback, the website figured lower than word of mouth in the 
main ways of communicating. 

Draft Action Plan [action 2]. What do teens want in the parish? N Comment noted. All ages including teenagers are included within Draft Action Plan 
[action 2]. Analysis from the questionnaire indicated that the teenagers mostly 
looked to outside the parish for their activities, both social and sports, presumably in 
connection with their schools. They did not make may suggestions for activities, 
except for an all weather football pitch. 

Draft Action Plan [action 4]. Happy to contribute. N Thank you, we have added you to the volunteers list. 

Draft Action Plan [action7]. Magazine, website, road side boards for Rural Skip. Y Comments noted. These are covered in Draft Action Plan [action 7] but we have 
expanded the examples of appropriate promotion methods in the Final Action Plan. 

Draft Action Plan [action 8]. Very important, lobby Devon Highways for 30 
mph speed limit areas. 
 

N Comment noted. The Draft Action Plan Action [action 8] has been widened in scope 
in the Final Action Plan to include any parish 30 mph zones not just through the main 
part of the village. 

Draft Action Plan [action 9]. Village 1st priority, C50 2nd priority. 
 

N Comment noted. From parishioner responses, both roads had significant support for 
improving speed compliance and the C50 for speed limit reduction. 

Draft Action Plan [action 11]. Historically there was a person allocated to this 
winter co-ordinator role. 

Y Comment noted. Draft Action Plan [action 11] does cover this but the action has 
been amended in the final plan to include the fact that we had volunteers for this 
role. 

Draft Action Plan [actions 15. 17. 18]. Another priority, including Noise 
pollution. 
 

Y [for 15]  
 
N [for 17,18] 

Draft Action Plan [action 15] has been amended to include noise and light pollution. 
These were raised as examples in parishioners free format comments.  
Draft Action Plan [actions 17 and 18] is general in nature and noise pollution should 
be covered under planning matters. Support for actions is appreciated. 
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Draft Action Plan [action 20]. Date of updates to be included clearly on web. 
Publish a regular review of action progress, perhaps monthly.  

Y These suggestions have been adopted to provide columns of suggested proof on the 
Final Action Plan giving ‘Who?’,’ When?’, ‘How?’ and ‘Review’. 

Draft Action Plan [action 20c]. Parochial Church Council [PCC] and chairman 
want to add their own welcome pack as well. 

Y Draft Action Plan [action 20c] has been amended to include P.C.C. input in examples. 
This action now appears in the Final Action Plan [action 20d]. 

Plan very good. 
It would be wonderful if the ‘tipping’ could be regulated. There are huge 
lorries and much of the road damage could be avoided if they were stopped.  

N Comments noted thank you. 
Such specific inert waste tipping is covered in detailed regulations/legislation – 
planning may be involved, dependent upon scheme size. Road damage resulting 
from this activity would fall under the general heading of Draft Action Plan [action 
10]. 

Need to monitor more closely business development affecting road usage – 
actions carried out without planning. 

Y Comment noted. Draft Action Plan [action 15] wording has been changed in the final 
version to reflect the issues regarding retrospective planning permission. 

I came to see the notices but as usual nobody spoke. I have lived here for over 
30 years, awful place to live. SNOBS 

N Comments noted. The Steering Committee members spoke to everyone who came 
to the coffee morning presentation. We are sorry that you felt like this on the day 
and can only hope that the issues of better communication that we are presenting 
within the Final Action Plan might in time go some way to improving your view of 
the parish and its residents.  

A film club would be a great advantage in the village – be inclusive of all ages  
and make a cinema visit more achievable for families. 

N Comment noted. Draft Action Plan [action 2] is a broad catch-all. This is a specific 
example of a possible future activity to add to the long list of possibilities to be 
considered. 

Communications seems to be a recurring theme. Critical to communicate next 
steps re action plans. 

N Comments noted. Thank you for your support. Final Action Plan [actions 1, 20 and 
20a-e] cover the support for the communications theme.  It will be important for the 
group taking the Action Plan forward to ensure that they provide regular 
information on actions and progress in using as wide a range of communications 
methods as are practicable. The parish magazine, notice boards and word of mouth 
were the most used techniques from the questionnaire results. 

Need to prioritise large list of actions, based on impact, ability to complete. N Comments noted. Organising the order of tackling actions will be important with 
hopefully a balance given to progressing cheap and easy items to keep the spirits up 
as well as tackling the more expensive long term matters. No priority has been given 
to actions within the Final Action Plan as this will be for the next group to take 
forward. We did not wish to fetter their approach. 

Would like to see dates/targets/ownership against each action item.  
 
 
 
 
 

Y [partial] 
 
 
 
 
 

Comments noted. We have set up columns on the Final Action Plan for suggested 
processes headed ‘Who?’  ‘When?’  ‘How?’ and ‘Review’. The detail within these 
headings will be for the group that take on the delivery of the Final Action Plan 
actions. We did not wish to fetter any future approach by providing detail and dates 
at this stage.  
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Progress to be communicated on quarterly basis [minimum] via website. N 
 

Frequent progress reporting will be important but it will be vital to communicate 
widely not just via the Whitestone website. Note - from questionnaire results, 
electronic communication was not a well used method of communication within the 
parish. 

An excellent presentation of a complex piece of work – Many thanks.  N 
 

Comments noted. Thank you for your kind words.  

The action plan looks like a sensible approach but needs to have target dates 
set. The importance of it being Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, 
Timely is probably the most important consideration. Thanks again. 

Y [partial] We have set up columns on the Final Action Plan for suggested processes headed 
‘Who?’ ‘When?’ ‘How?’ and ‘Review. The S.M.A.R.T. objectives will need to be set by 
the group that take on the delivery of the Final Action Plan actions. We did not wish 
to fetter any future approach by providing detail and dates at this stage. 

Good to see footpath information as one of the main items of improving local 
environment. 

N Comments noted. Draft Action Plan [actions 5 and 6] has actually been slightly 
reworded on the basis of other comments made. 

Planning: Important to ensure that low cost housing is a priority so that the 
village doesn’t become a middle class enclave, and to ensure diversity of 
inhabitants, which is extremely important, both in terms of age, background 
etc. 

N Comments noted. No changes have been made to the Draft Action Plan. Low cost 
housing has little support and no demand from local residents, therefore there is no 
mandate from the community to take this matter further or promote an issue that is 
not supported. 

Could we have a map naming properties – particularly for far flung ones for 
tradesmen/deliveries? 

N Comment noted. This is a privacy issue. No changes will be made to the Draft Action 
Plan. As an individual you may be able to use Ordinance Survey maps or commercial 
mapping packages or the internet to assist you. Most people who require deliveries 
do give directions to the relevant companies. 

Absolutely no retrospective planning permission! Outrageous! Have the plans 
been checked after build? How rigorous are results of building being checked? 

Y Comment noted. This matter was also raised in general comments on the 
questionnaire. We have added the issue of retrospective planning permissions to the 
examples in Draft Action Plan [action 15]. In Draft Action Plan [actions 16, 17 and 18] 
the ‘role of officials’ wording should address this general planning issue including 
enforcement. Parishioner awareness of such issues is addressed in the wording of 
Draft Action Plan [actions 20a and b], which are now found in the Final Action Plan 
[actions 20a, b, and c]. 

No more retrospective planning permission and checking up of buildings 
afterwards is inadequate – needs change. 

Y Comment noted. This matter was also raised in general comments on the 
questionnaire. We have added the issue of retrospective planning permissions to the 
examples in Draft Action Plan [action 15]. In Draft Action Plan [actions 16, 17 and 18] 
the ‘role of officials’ wording should address this general planning issue including 
enforcement. Parishioner awareness of such issues is addressed in the wording of 
Draft Plan [actions 20a and b], which are now found in the Final Action Plan [actions 
20a, b, and  c]. 
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General - relating to the coffee morning presentation - It would be helpful to 
place the number of responses in context. Could the population of the village 
be included in the preamble to the Action Plan? 

N Comments noted. The inclusion of a population figure had already been considered 
by the Committee, prior to the Coffee Morning presentation. In the main body of the 
full Parish Plan, our options included quoting a general population figure for the 
parish using the most up to date and available census or electoral roll information 
relevant to questionnaire date and/or indicating the number of parish households 
actually surveyed. Each figure has its own inherent issues of timing and/or accuracy 
and as such, is unlikely to be directly comparable with the questionnaire responses/ 
timing. We have, however, used general information in the main body of the Full 
Parish Plan report to provide an approximate figure to give context to the 
questionnaire responses received and the activities being promoted within the 
Action Plan. No change has been made to the Draft Action Plan. 
 

General – relating to the coffee morning presentation - Is  651 ‘votes’ 
[responses?] to Questionnaire Q7 correct? Average response is low 400’s or 
less. 

N Comments noted. Questionnaire Question 7 asked respondents to list all the means 
by which they heard about parish activities. As such, quite a number of respondents 
provided more than one answer and so a figure greater than the low 400s is valid. 
Yes, the figure is correct. 
 

General – relating to the coffee morning presentation - Addressing the low 
usage levels of both the village website and e-mail shown in responses to 
Questionnaire Question 7 is key to addressing communication issues and 
thereby nearly all other areas of concern raised in the survey, particularly 
Planning and Highways. 

N We note your comments regarding the role of the Whitestone website, email and 
the internet in any parish communications strategy. Better communication is a key 
message within the findings of the survey. Whilst promotion and awareness-raising 
of electronic communication methods is clearly important, the questionnaire 
findings showed that most respondents currently rely on non-electronic means. A 
balanced approach is important and relevant to try to ensure that no parishioners 
are disenfranchised, particularly in the short to medium term, by single focus 
communication. No changes have been made to the Draft Action Plan resulting from 
this comment. 
 

General -relating to the coffee morning presentation - Action to promote and 
drive traffic to the Village Website and the various Parish, District & County 
Council services available via the internet should be given a high priority. 

N We note your comments regarding the role of the Whitestone website, email and 
the internet in any parish communications strategy. Better communication is a key 
message within the findings of the survey. Whilst promotion and awareness-raising 
of electronic communication methods is clearly important, the questionnaire 
findings showed that most respondents currently rely on non-electronic means. A 
balanced approach is important and relevant to try to ensure that no parishioners 
are disenfranchised, particularly in the short to medium term, by single focus 
communication. No changes have been made to the Draft Action Plan resulting from 
this comment. 
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General - relating to the coffee morning presentation - It is a shame that the 
Parish Plan survey is silent on the key issue of rural broadband nor makes any 
recommendations in this respect. 

N Comment noted. The Parish Plan survey questionnaire reflected the issues and 
questions raised by parishioners at the preliminary open house events. We focussed 
consultation on those most frequently raised local issues, whilst also allowing 
capture of other issues through some of the more open questions. The issue of rural 
broad band was not a prime issue captured either at the early events or from the 
wish list of actions indicated from the feedback to question 52 of the questionnaire, 
where it was only raised by a small number of respondents. This is why it does not 
figure as an issue within the Draft Action Plan or Final Action Plan. 

Roads & Transport - Q.10 The most effective solution to addressing potholes 
and related issues would be to empower residents to use the Devon County 
Council potholes hotline. Conversely, monthly reporting via the Parish Council 
significantly delays repair times and should be discouraged! 

Y Draft Action Plan [action 10]. Comments noted. The current action is worded to 
consider all the forms of road maintenance issue [unspecified] and how to take them 
forward, grouped or separately. We have added existing pothole reporting 
mechanisms to the examples, as a reminder of this existing initiative. The Action 
Plan is taking forward issues that emerged from the Parish Plan Questionnaire and 
communication mechanisms are again fundamental to ensure, for example, that 
parishioners are fully aware of all means of reporting highways issues. Your views 
regarding pothole reporting are, incidentally, reflected within remarks reported in 
Parish Council minutes.   

Roads & Transport - Q10. The Whitestone Parish Council has taken some 
faltering steps to investigate taking over the clearance of drains in the parish 
and this is an objective that the action plan might like to adopt. 

N Draft Action Plan [action 10]. Comments noted. Drain clearance. There may well be 
synergies between current Parish Council initiatives and actions that have emerged 
from the Parish Plan Questionnaire responses on road maintenance, so progress 
may already be being made on this matter. This could be viewed as ‘self help’ as in 
the existing examples within action 10. If the Parish Council wishes to be involved in 
progressing  this item from the list of road maintenance issues, it will no doubt 
volunteer. 

Roads & Transport - Q13. It is unlikely, given funding constraints, that 
additional services will be forthcoming. Addressing ‘reliability’ issues, whether 
real or perceived, could improve usage of existing services. One solution to 
this, adopted in other rural areas is to equip buses with transponders that are 
‘read’ by equipment at bus stops that then digitally displays the location of the 
bus and its anticipated arrival [or departure] time. 
 

Y Draft Action Plan [action 13]. Comments noted. The current suggested action is in 
respect of exploring whether changed frequency or better timing of buses 
throughout the day could attract increase usage. Frequency of service which was the 
main issue that emerged [49% of comments received to Parish Questionnaire Q27], 
rather than reliability of timetabled buses arriving [9% of comments received to 
Q27]. If the re-jigging of a timetable would attract more use and is 
commercially/practically feasible, then the communication/customer service idea 
that you raise is a good one. We have widened the scope of  Draft Action Plan 
[action 13] to include firstly communicating widely where buses run and stop within 
the parish and thirdly to investigate a mix of possible initiatives  to encourage 
greater bus usage as part of a package of initiatives such as the transponders to give 
‘live and accurate information’ on services. Thank you for the suggestion. 
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Planning - Q15. The village of Whitestone and surrounding area is treated as 
open countryside in the recently Teignbridge District wide Local Plan (DWLP). 
This places severe limits on development. 
 
 
 
 
Perhaps the draft action plan should promote understanding of the DWLP 
rather than assuming that Teignbridge and Whitestone Parish Councils are not 
aware of these constraints. Potential overdevelopment in Whitestone is a non 
issue (apart from potential long term redrawing of the city boundary). 

N 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Y 

Draft Action Plan [action 15]. Comments and assumptions noted. The committee are 
aware of the ‘open countryside’ designation. The retention of the rurality of 
Whitestone parish figured extremely highly in respondents’ views. It is clear that this 
needs to be communicated to those who are decision makers and providing 
commentary in these matters. Some of the planning decisions made by TDC may 
seem to be contradictory to the designation.  
 
We agree that a wider awareness and understanding of the possibilities and 
constraints of the whole planning process framework and legislation, including 
Teignbridge District Wide Local Plan [TDWLP] would benefit all parishioners. We 
have inserted an additional action in the Final Action Plan [action 20c] to promote a 
better understanding of TDWLP to reflect this need. There is clearly an underlying 
issue, demonstrated through questionnaire responses, that some of the planning 
decisions that have been made, ‘seem’ to be in conflict with the TDWLP and 
landscape designations. There is a need for parishioners to understand the ‘rules’ 
and for the authorities to understand the strength of feeling of support for the 
designations. As you are no doubt aware, local/public opinion is very much 
welcomed and sought by planning authorities when drawing up and revising forward 
looking Plans. 

Planning - Q19. Similarly, conversion of farm buildings is covered in recent 
changes to planning legislation and it might be more effective if residents 
were encouraged to make use of the specific and limited powers of objection 
available under this legislation rather than promoting the idea that public 
opinion is a criteria for objection. 
 
 
 

Y Draft Action Plan [action 19]. Comments and assumptions noted. Similarly to our 
response to Action Plan [action 15], the committee feel that a better understanding 
of the legal position, the planning process and its specific constraints would be to 
everyone’s advantage. We have amended the wording of Draft Action Plan [action 
19] to reflect this need. It should however be noted that the Parish Council is one of 
the vehicles available for local views to be made clear to public bodies [in both 
general terms and on specific schemes/items] and it can provide a focus for 
informed local comment/opinion.  

Planning - see comments re Q7 for access and involvement in the Planning 
process. 
 

N Draft Action Plan [action 19 and possibly including actions 15, 16, 17 and 18] We 
note your comments regarding the role of the Whitestone website, email and the 
internet in any parish communications strategy. Better communication is a key 
message within the findings of the survey. Whilst promotion and awareness-raising 
of electronic communication methods is clearly important, the questionnaire 
findings showed that most respondents currently rely on non-electronic means. A 
balanced approach is important and relevant to try to ensure that no parishioners 
are disenfranchised, particularly in the short to medium term, by single focus 
communication. No changes have been made to the Draft Action Plan. 
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Q20c. A welcome/information pack for new residents was introduced by the 
Social Club and as far as I know is still used [please ask the author]. 
 

N Draft Action Plan [action 20c]. Comment noted. We are, of course, aware of this 
‘welcome’ pack, but felt that the scope and content could be widened and improved 
in line with the ‘communications’ feedback from the questionnaire responses. The 
action is to provide a more comprehensive pack for the benefit of all parish 
residents, both new and existing.  Due to changes elsewhere in the Draft Action 
Plan, this action now appears in the Final Action Plan [action 20d]. No changes have 
been made to the Draft Action Plan resulting from this comment. 
 

Q20d. A summary of club activities already exists in the inside back page of the 
parish magazine. 
 

N Draft Action Plan [action 20d]. Comments noted. We are aware of the information 
within the parish magazine, but felt that the information as currently presented does 
not necessarily provide a full and rounded picture for newcomers. Additionally, the 
parish magazine is not purchased by all parishioner households. Due to changes 
elsewhere in the Draft Action Plan, this action now appears in the Final Action Plan 
[action 20d]. No changes have been made to the Draft Action Plan resulting from 
this comment. 
 

Thank you for the loan of the folder [I already had a commitment that day 
when you had your coffee morning]. It has been so interesting to read the 
responses. It made me sad to think that anyone had felt lonely or excluded 
within the parish. I have received nothing but friendliness and enthusiasm 
from the people of Whitestone parish. I have found that the more you join in 
the more friends you make.  
When I was working full time I was unable to join in with regular village events 
and activities but I still felt connected through the monthly newsletter.  
 

N Thank you for your comments on parish life. 

Re: groups and clubs; the approach is to ask: 
1. Which group or club would you be willing to run? 
2. Which group or club would you commit to joining and attending regularly?  
This might avoid the disappointment of setting up an activity only to find that 
nobody comes. 
 

N Comments noted. The actions are generally covered in Draft Action Plan [action 2], 
particularly by use of the word ‘viable’- which would address the point you make. 
The approach you suggest is one that those taking the actions forward may wish to 
adopt. 

Do ask the Parish Hall Committee for details of what has been done to 
improve the hall for users and why the pillar could not be removed.  

N Comments noted. The parish hall ‘pillar’ did figure in parishioners general 
comments. The ‘pillar’ was discussed at the Parish Hall Management Committee 
meetings. The issue of availability of PHMC minutes is a possible example of better 
communication in the future. 
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One problem that I have with the parish is that there is so much of interest, so 
many things to do, that I became over-committed and had to withdraw from 
some groups. I could fill every day with activities centred on the village, if only 
time permitted! And I am fortunate enough to have lovely friends who do not 
live in the village so I need time for them too. I agree strongly with the desire 
to keep our super parish solidly rural. 
Thank you for all your hard work wading through the responses to your 
questionnaire. 

N Thank you for your comments on parish life and for your kind comments regarding 
the Parish Plan process. 

Draft Action Plan [actions 1 and 20c]. Welcome leaflet for all incoming 
residents. Also available at parish hall, church, shop, including information 
about clubs, activities, bus, church, write all relevant contact numbers and/or 
parish magazine. 

N Comments noted. The Welcome Pack was promoted in Draft Action Plan [action 
20c]. This is now in the Final Action Plan [action 20d]. Wide 
dissemination/availability to existing and new residents is suggested. 
Communication is addressed in Draft Action Plan [action 1] and activities in Draft 
Action Plan [action 2]. 

Draft Action Plan [actions 9 and 15]. If there are any development plans, bear 
in mind that in the last year alone there have been at least three bad accidents 
on the C50 leading to closure of the road for some considerable time on two 
occasions. Numerous incidents in last ten years. 

N Comments noted. This information helps to support the C50 speed issues in Draft 
Action Plan [action 9] and the rurality issues in Draft Action Plan [action 15]. No 
changes made to Draft Action Plan actions. 

Draft Action Plan [action 12]. Volunteers to help with hedges [road-side] 
inhabited by elderly/or infirm residents. 

N Comment noted. This is a specific example of a possible approach which may be 
considered by those taking Draft Action Plan [action 12] forward. No changes made 
to Draft Action Plan actions. 

Draft Action Plan [action 12]. Field Hedges are cut by farmers themselves, 
costing £20.36 an hour. 

N Comment noted. Note - charges will probably have risen since this comment was 
made. 

Draft Action Plan [actions 15-19]. All residents are very welcome to attend 
Parish Council meetings, particularly when they are interested in any planning 
application. 

N Comment noted. Providing a wider understanding of the planning process and 
procedures, including the role of the parish council in responding to planning 
applications, is to everyone’s benefit.  

General comments – Questionnaire Q8e. There was a beer festival at the 
Travellers Rest a couple of years ago. It was not well supported by the village. 

N Comment noted. This could be an example of where better communication 
throughout the parish might have increased support for the event. 

General comments – Questionnaire Q21.  Bridle paths by definition are for 
horses and ponies. 

N Comment noted. Note - in brief as a summary - bridleways may be used on foot or 
on horseback. Horses may be led and in some cases there is the right to drive other 
animals. Pedal cycling is also permitted, providing cyclists give way to horse riders 
and pedestrians. Pedestrians may also take a pram, pushchair or dog with them. 

Community compost bins. Too bureaucratic?  N Comment noted. No changes have been made to the Draft Action Plan as this is not 
an action that was frequently mentioned in commentaries. However this may be 
something that a group of interested parishioners may wish to take forward 
themselves or perhaps ask for it to be considered under the umbrella of Final Action 
Plan [action 4] if it is of wider interest and support. 
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PARISH LIFE - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED PARISH LIFE ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

1. Explore how to communicate more 
effectively to residents regarding what is 
happening within the parish and implement 
improvements - e.g. which types of media to 
use, how much detail and context to provide, 
give contact name and number, set up a ‘parish 
information centre’ etc. 

Q8c - 38 people [15%] stated that they were 
not aware of activities. 
Q10 - 8 people requested more information. 
Q12b - 75 people [46% of responses] were not 
aware of the Rural Skip. 
Q18 - almost 80% were not aware of all the 
existing footpaths and bridleways. 

2. Explore suggested ideas for activities and 
clubs for all ages and take forward viable 
options. 

Q52 - one of top choices. 
Q8c - reference to responses - to encourage 
more parishioners to join in activities within 
the parish. 

3. Explore feasibility of a parish shop/post 
office, whether community run or commercially 
operated, and implement if viable - e.g. in 
parish hall on fixed days, in a lock up 
container/shed, as a pop up shop etc. 

Q52 - one of top choices. 
 

4. Implement ‘quick-fix’, small scale, low cost 
parish enhancements - e.g. making minor 
cosmetic improvements to existing bus shelter, 
increasing the numbers of bat and bird boxes, 
encouraging  indigenous  wildflowers etc. 

Q52- suggestions arising as miscellaneous local 
enhancements. 
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENT - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED LOCAL ENVIRONMENT ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

5. Liaise with the Parish Council to 
provide/update information under its control 
relating to paths and bridleways that are 
located within the parish - e.g. update map 
located at parish hall showing all the paths and 
bridleways within the parish, use location 
descriptions as well as formal path numbers in 
Parish Council minutes when discussing 
footpaths, indicate responsibility for up-keep 
and any appropriate contacts for maintenance 
needs or how to report issues. 

Q18 - almost 80% were not aware of footpaths 
and bridleways. 
Q19 - 59% of responses show frequent or 
occasional use of footpaths and bridleways. 
Proposed actions may encourage more use. 

6. Explore and implement ways to improve 
communication and inform people where the 
parish paths/bridleways are and to support 
their use - e.g.  produce leaflets for each formal 
path with a route map and an accompanying 
brief description of each route  including 
distance, gradient, condition, whether dog 
friendly, whether through farmed/stocked 
fields, open or sheltered; put maps and leaflets 
on web site, possibly run guided walks etc. 

Q18 - almost 80% were not aware of footpaths 
and bridleways. 
Q19 - 59% of responses show frequent or 
occasional use of footpaths and bridleways. 
Proposed actions may encourage more use. 

7. Improve promotion and publicity of the 
annual ‘Rural Skip’ - e.g. notify parishioners 
well in advance with timely reminders using all 
possible media to get the message across 
including parish magazine, parish website, 
road-side boards, parish email circulation list 
etc. 

Q12 - 69% of responses indicated that residents 
did not use the ‘Rural Skip’ facility. Within non-
users comments, 46% indicated that they were 
unaware of its existence. 
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ROADS AND TRANSPORT – ACTIONS 

SUGGESTED ROADS & TRANSPORT ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

8. Find the best way of either reducing speeds 
in the current 30 mph zones to a new limit of 20 
mph or enforcing the existing 30 mph limit – 
e.g. lobby to achieve this if required. 

Q23a - showed 52% of respondents wished to 
retain the 30 mph limit whilst 45% wished a 20 
mph limit. 

9. Find the best way of either reducing speeds 
to a new limit lower than the existing 60 mph 
limit or enforcing the existing speed limit along 
the Old Tedburn Road [C50] – e.g. lobby to 
achieve this if required. 

Q23b - showed 35% of respondents wished a 40 
mph limit, 27% wished a 30 mph limit, 22% 
wished a 50 mph limit and 15% wished to retain 
the 60 mph limit. 

10. Consider how to promote and improve all 
forms of road maintenance throughout the 
parish, identify problem areas and implement 
solutions – e.g. self-help, advising parishioners 
of how to report road condition issues such as 
potholes direct to the Devon County Council hot 
line, lobby appropriate bodies etc. 

Q33 - 70% not satisfied. 
Q34 - listed eight types of typical road problem 
- responses showed the degree of concern. 
Q35 - 65 additional comments highlighted 
further issues. 
Q52 - one of the top 1st, 2nd and 3rd choices. 

11. Put in place a ‘Winter Conditions’ volunteer 
co-ordinator and team, acknowledging those 
who have already shown an interest. 

Q31 - 61% of responses said YES to having a    
co-ordinator. 
There are volunteers for this role. 

12. Investigate mechanisms for improving 
roadside hedge cutting both by Highways and 
private individuals, mindful of statutory 
legislation for species protection, health and 
safety, cost-effectiveness etc.  Implement as 
appropriate. 

Q32 - 51% felt that there was a need for better 
enforcement of roadside hedge cutting. 

13. Given the findings of lack of bus usage: 
a) Communicate widely where buses run and 
stop within the parish. 
b) Explore if more frequent or better timed 
buses would encourage greater use and 
establish whether this is commercially or 
practically feasible. 
c) Investigate initiatives such as equipping our 
rural buses on both village and C50 routes with 
‘transponders’ that are linked digitally to small 
display boards at main bus pickup points to 
communicate anticipated times of arrival or 
cancellations. 

Q27 - 96 references made to bus frequency. 

14. Investigate the potential for a form of ‘ring 
and ride’, whether community based or more 
commercially sourced, to provide the flexibility 
that seems to be required from ‘bus transport’.  
Implement if feasible and viable. 

Q27 - 96 references made to bus frequency. 
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PLANNING - ACTIONS 

SUGGESTED PLANNING ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

15. Aim to do everything possible to ensure that 
the parish remains mostly rural, with very 
limited development, mindful of noise/light 
pollution matters and issues regarding 
retrospective planning permission.  Note - This 
sentiment has very high local support. 

Q37 - 70% of respondents strongly agree, with 
almost 14% in the moderately to mildly agree 
category. Total of 84% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% of responses object to any potential 
Exwick ‘overspill’. 
Q47 and Q51 responses support this action 

16. Aim to ensure that Teignbridge District 
Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
remember that Whitestone lies in an ‘Area of 
Great Landscape Value’ when carrying out their 
respective statutory roles. Note - This 
sentiment has very high local support. 

Q38 - 68% of responses strongly agree, with  
almost 15% moderately to mildly agree 
category. Total of 83% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% object to any potential Exwick 
‘overspill’. 
Q47 and Q51 responses support this action. 

17. Respectfully request that Teignbridge 
District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
demonstrate that when carrying out their 
respective statutory roles, they act on and take 
note of the strength and nature of local opinion 
in regard to ensuring that the parish remains 
mostly rural, with very limited development, 
including in the context of consideration of any 
planning applications in the parish. 

Q37 - 70% of respondents strongly agree, with 
almost 14% in the moderately to mildly agree 
category. Total of 84% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% of responses object to any potential 
Exwick ‘overspill’. 
Q47 - refer to ‘would not like’ responses which 
support this action. 

18. Respectfully request that Teignbridge 
District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
demonstrate that when carrying out their 
respective statutory roles, they act on and take 
note of the strength and nature of local opinion 
in regard to Whitestone’s location within an 
‘Area of Great Landscape Value’, including in 
the context of consideration of any planning 
applications in the parish. 

Q38 - 68% of responses strongly agree, with  
almost 15% moderately to mildly agree 
category. Total of 83% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% object to any potential Exwick 
‘overspill’ 
Q47 - refer to ‘would not like’ responses which 
support this action. 

19. Explore, agree and implement a mechanism 
or mechanisms to enable parishioners to be 
made fully aware of the details of planning 
applications in advance of the application 
coming before the Parish Council for 
consideration. Of particular interest are 
agricultural building conversion proposals, wind 
turbines and solar arrays seeking planning 
permission. This would help to gauge the 
strength of local opinion on the individual 
proposals and thus inform the Parish Council’s 
consideration of and comments on these 
planning items. 

Q44 - 52% of responses indicated that they 
would want to see details of proposals for 
agricultural barn conversions, 25% stated that 
they objected. 
Q45 - 37% of wind and 41% of solar responses 
indicated that they would want to see details of 
proposals, 40% of wind and 38% of solar 
responses stated that they objected. 
Q46 - similar results to Q45. 
Q47 - refer to ‘would not like’ responses which 
include wind turbines and solar arrays. 
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GENERAL - ACTIONS 

SUGGESTED GENERAL ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

20. Improve all aspects of parish communication as 
required. 

In almost every aspect of the questionnaire 
responses the issue of the need to improve 
communications arose. Some issues are specific and 
have been developed within the topic headings in 
this document, but the issue remains a general one. 

20a. Make the planning application link more 
prominent on the parish website, e.g. put reference 
on the website front page – to raise awareness of 
how to access local planning applications/planning 
matters and all the supporting information. 

Arising from the responses to Planning section of 
questionnaire. 
 

20b. Produce and maintain a simple guide on how to 
get details of any planning application, how local 
feedback can be made about planning matters – e.g. 
direct correspondence with Teignbridge District 
Council, raise with District Councillor, comment at 
the relevant Parish Council meeting etc. Promote 
and make the guide available to parishioners, using 
all appropriate communication methods. 

Arising from the responses to Planning section of 
questionnaire. 

20c. Promote understanding of the Teignbridge 
District Wide Local Plan [TDWLP] and the changes in 
planning legislation regarding the conversion of 
agricultural buildings so that parishioners have the 
correct information and understanding before 
objecting to or supporting planning applications. 

Arising from the responses to Planning section of 
questionnaire. 

20d. Set up a team to produce, maintain and deliver 
as required, a Whitestone Parish Information Pack 
for new [and existing] residents. To include current 
bus timetables, locations of bus stops, contact 
numbers and details of clubs and groups, Parochial 
Church Council information regarding services and 
church related activities, local police, Parish Council 
members, parish magazine contacts etc. Promote 
Pack to parishioners using all appropriate 
communication methods e.g. notices on parish/hall 
notice boards, keep a copy on the website etc. 

Arising from the responses to questionnaire. 

20e. Suggest that leaders of existing groups and 
clubs consider all forms of communication to reach 
parish residents and that contact details are always 
provided with short summaries describing the 
nature and scope of the group/club [including 
whether kit and equipment is provided or ‘bring 
your own’ is needed] and indicating whether a 
‘standard’ e.g. learner to experienced, is required, or 
is it - ‘all welcome’. 

Arising from the responses to Parish Life and Local 
Environment sections of questionnaire. 

21. Parish Council to note support for an increase in 
parish precept to fund schemes for parish benefit 
and to consider implementing rises as appropriate. 

Q53 - responses indicated 39% support for a 25% 
precept increase; 25% support for 50% increase; 21% 
support for no increase; 12% for 100% increase. 
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WHITESTONE 

NEEDS                                  

YOU! 

                                                                    

WHITESTONE PARISH ACTION PLAN 2017 

 

 

+              = 

  

 

What next? 

The Parish Plan Steering Committee Group has completed its work and now it is time for the community of Whitestone to take the Action Plan forward and implement it. The Parish Plan 

identifies what is important and what is not important to our community. The Action Plan arose from the analysis of your responses to the questions asked in the Parish Plan  

Questionnaire. Some of the actions may need the help and support of the Parish Council and/or the involvement of outside bodies and external financing. Many actions are small scale - 

suitable for individuals or small groups to pursue.  

We envisage that an ‘Action Plan Steering Group’ will be formed made up of interested and enthusiastic members of the parish. This body will be responsible for overseeing sub groups and 

individuals who volunteer to take on an action, ensuring that the findings of the Parish Plan are adhered to. Monitoring of progress on the actions is likely to be necessary for efficiency and 

to avoid duplication of effort. Time scales have not been stipulated on the Action Plan at this stage, as clearly some actions will take longer than others to explore with respect to feasibility, 

development, implementation and subsequent monitoring.  

Remembering that communication needs to be at the core of everything we do, we invite you to take ownership of the Whitestone Parish Action Plan and move forward with these actions 

for the benefit of everyone in the parish. 

To help move this along, if you wish to volunteer to be part of this Action Plan process, please contact any of the following:  Vicky Bryant, Marian Durrant, Peter Hanson, Andrew and 

Sheila Greenfield and we will put you in touch with other volunteers who wish to take the Action Plan forward.   
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                                                                    WHITESTONE ACTION PLAN TABLES 
 
Evidence to support each suggested action within these Action Plan tables has been derived from the analysis of the answers that respondents gave to 
the individual questions asked in the Parish Questionnaire. 
 
Please refer to the full Whitestone Parish Plan and Appendix on the parish website www.whitestone-devon.org.uk  to view the original questions and for 
the tables of evidence supporting these listed actions.  Alternatively, please ask for a paper copy via the Whitestone Parish Council [subject to a charge 
for printing / postage costs]. Further copies of this document can be obtained from the website or Whitestone Parish Council as indicated above. 
 

ACTION SUGGESTED PROCESSES 
     

Parish Life WHO? [Parish 
Participants] 

WHEN? [Start 
& finish dates] 

HOW? [Key steps for 
achievement – 
including financing] 

REVIEW – 
completed 
action 

     

1. Explore how to communicate more effectively to residents regarding what is 
happening within the parish and implement improvements - e.g. which types of media 
to use, how much detail and context to provide, give contact name and number, set up 
a ‘parish information centre’ etc. 

    

     
2. Explore suggested ideas for activities and clubs for all ages and take forward viable 
options. 

    

     
3. Explore feasibility of a parish shop/post office, whether community run or 
commercially operated, and implement if viable - e.g. in parish hall on fixed days, in a 
lock up container/shed, as a pop up shop etc. 

    

     
4. Implement ‘quick-fix’, small scale, low cost parish enhancements - e.g. making minor 
cosmetic improvements to existing bus shelter, increasing the numbers of bat and bird 
boxes, encouraging indigenous wildflowers etc. 

    

http://www.whitestone-devon.org.uk/
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ACTION SUGGESTED PROCESSES 
     

Local Environment WHO? [Parish 
Participants] 

WHEN? [Start 
& finish dates] 

HOW? [Key steps for 
achievement – 
including financing] 

REVIEW – 
completed 
action 

     

5. Liaise with the Parish Council to provide/update information under its control relating 
to paths and bridleways that are located within the parish - e.g. update map located at 
parish hall showing all the paths and bridleways within the parish, use location 
descriptions as well as formal path numbers in Parish Council minutes when discussing 
footpaths, indicate responsibility for up-keep and any appropriate contacts for 
maintenance needs or how to report issues. 

    

     
6. Explore and implement ways to improve communication and inform people where 
the parish paths/bridleways are and to support their use - e.g.  produce leaflets for each 
formal path with a route map and an accompanying brief description of each route  
including distance, gradient, condition, whether dog friendly, whether through 
farmed/stocked fields, open or sheltered; put maps and leaflets on web site, possibly 
run guided walks etc. 

    

     
7. Improve promotion and publicity of the annual ‘Rural Skip’ - e.g. notify parishioners 
well in advance with timely reminders using all possible media to get the message 
across including parish magazine, parish website, road-side boards, parish email 
circulation list etc. 
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ACTION SUGGESTED PROCESSES 
     

Roads and Transport WHO? [Parish 
Participants] 

WHEN? [Start 
& finish dates] 

HOW? [Key steps for 
achievement – 
including financing] 

REVIEW – 
completed 
action 

     

8. Find the best way of either reducing speeds in the current 30 mph zones to a new 
limit of 20 mph or enforcing the existing 30 mph limit – e.g. lobby to achieve this if 
required. 

    

     
9. Find the best way of either reducing speeds to a new limit lower than the existing 60 
mph limit or enforcing the existing speed limit along the Old Tedburn Road [C50] – e.g. 
lobby to achieve this if required. 

    

     
10. Consider how to promote and improve all forms of road maintenance throughout 
the parish, identify problem areas and implement solutions – e.g. self-help, advising 
parishioners of how to report road condition issues such as potholes direct to the Devon 
County Council hot line, lobby appropriate bodies etc. 

    

     
11. Put in place a ‘Winter Conditions’ volunteer co-ordinator and team, acknowledging 
those who have already shown an interest. 

    

     
12. Investigate mechanisms for improving roadside hedge cutting both by Highways and 
private individuals, mindful of statutory legislation for species protection, health and 
safety, cost-effectiveness etc.  Implement as appropriate. 

    

     
13. Given the findings of lack of bus usage: 
a) Communicate widely where buses run and stop within the parish. 
b) Explore if more frequent or better timed buses would encourage greater use and 
establish whether this is commercially or practically feasible. 
c) Investigate initiatives such as equipping our rural buses on both village and C50 
routes with ‘transponders’ that are linked digitally to small display boards at main bus 
pickup points to communicate anticipated times of arrival or cancellations. 

    

     
14. Investigate the potential for a form of ‘ring and ride’, whether community based or 
more commercially sourced, to provide the flexibility that seems to be required from 
‘bus transport’.  Implement if feasible and viable. 
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ACTION SUGGESTED PROCESSES 

     

Planning WHO? [Parish 
Participants] 

WHEN? [Start 
& finish dates] 

HOW? [Key steps for 
achievement – 
including financing] 

REVIEW – 
completed 
action 

     

15. Aim to do everything possible to ensure that the parish remains mostly rural, with 
very limited development, mindful of noise/light pollution matters and issues regarding 
retrospective planning permission.  Note - This sentiment has very high local support. 

    

     
16. Aim to ensure that Teignbridge District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
remember that Whitestone lies in an ‘Area of Great Landscape Value’ when carrying out 
their respective statutory roles. Note - This sentiment has very high local support. 

    

     
17. Respectfully request that Teignbridge District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
demonstrate that when carrying out their respective statutory roles, they act on and 
take note of the strength and nature of local opinion in regard to ensuring that the 
parish remains mostly rural, with very limited development, including in the context of 
consideration of any planning applications in the parish. 

    

     
18. Respectfully request that Teignbridge District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
demonstrate that when carrying out their respective statutory roles, they act on and 
take note of the strength and nature of local opinion in regard to Whitestone’s location 
within an ‘Area of Great Landscape Value’, including in the context of consideration of 
any planning applications in the parish. 

    

     
19. Explore, agree and implement a mechanism or mechanisms to enable parishioners 
to be made fully aware of the details of planning applications in advance of the 
application coming before the Parish Council for consideration. Of particular interest are 
agricultural building conversion proposals, wind turbines and solar arrays seeking 
planning permission. This would help to gauge the strength of local opinion on the 
individual proposals and thus inform the Parish Council’s consideration of and 
comments on these planning items. 
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ACTION SUGGESTED PROCESSES 

     

General WHO? [Parish 
Participants] 

WHEN? [Start 
& finish dates] 

HOW? [Key steps for 
achievement – 
including financing] 

REVIEW – 
completed 
action 

     
20. Improve all aspects of parish communication as required.     

     
20a. Make the planning application link more prominent on the parish website, e.g. put reference 
on the website front page – to raise awareness of how to access local planning 
applications/planning matters and all the supporting information. 

    

     
20b. Produce and maintain a simple guide on how to get details of any planning application, how 
local feedback can be made about planning matters – e.g. direct correspondence with 
Teignbridge District Council, raise with District Councillor, comment at the relevant Parish Council 
meeting etc. Promote and make the guide available to parishioners, using all appropriate 
communication methods. 

    

     
20c. Promote understanding of the Teignbridge District Wide Local Plan [TDWLP] and the changes 
in planning legislation regarding the conversion of agricultural buildings so that parishioners have 
the correct information and understanding before objecting to or supporting planning 
applications. 

    

     
20d. Set up a team to produce, maintain and deliver as required, a Whitestone Parish Information 
Pack for new [and existing] residents. To include current bus timetables, locations of bus stops, 
contact numbers and details of clubs and groups, Parochial Church Council information regarding 
services and church related activities, local police, Parish Council members, parish magazine 
contacts etc. Promote Pack to parishioners using all appropriate communication methods e.g. 
notices on parish/hall notice boards, keep a copy on the website etc. 

    

     
20e. Suggest that leaders of existing groups and clubs consider all forms of communication to 
reach parish residents and that contact details are always provided with short summaries 
describing the nature and scope of the group/club [including whether kit and equipment is 
provided or ‘bring your own’ is needed] and indicating whether a ‘standard’ e.g. learner to 
experienced, is required, or is it - ‘all welcome’. 

    

     
21. Parish Council to note support for an increase in parish precept to fund schemes for parish 
benefit and to consider implementing rises as appropriate. 
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